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SOLUTION OF THE 15 PUZZLE PROBLEM
YANG CHU AND ROBERT HOUGH
Abstract. A generalized ‘15 puzzle’ consists of an nˆn numbered
grid, with one missing number. A move in the game switches
the position of the empty square with the position of one of its
neighbors. We solve Diaconis’ ‘15 puzzle problem’ by proving that
the asymptotic total variation mixing time of the board is at least
order n4 when the board is given periodic boundary conditions
and when random moves are made. We demonstrate that for any
fpnq Ñ 8 with n, the number of fixed points after n4fpnq moves
converges to a Poisson distribution of parameter 1. The order of
total variation mixing time for this convergence is n4 without cut-
off. We also prove an upper bound of order n4 logn for the total
variation mixing time.
1. Introduction
A ‘15 puzzle’ consists of a 4ˆ4 board with 15 numbered unit tiles and
one empty square. A move in the puzzle consists of sliding a numbered
tile into the empty square. The 15 puzzle gained notoriety in the United
States in the 1870’s when an article in the American Journal of Math
[17] asked whether the board with positions 14 and 15 exchanged and
an empty tile in the lower right corner could be shifted into sorted
order, again with the empty tile in its initial position, see Figure 1 (it
cannot, the group of permutations generated is A15). In general, an
n2´1 puzzle consists of an nˆn board with n2´1 numbered tiles and
one empty square. In the book [5], Diaconis considers the problem of
randomizing an n2´1 puzzle given periodic boundary conditions by, at
each step, shifting a uniform random neighbor of the open square into
its place and makes conjectures for the mixing time of a single labeled
piece on the board and for the entire puzzle. Our main results solve
Diaconis’ ‘15 puzzle’ problem.
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Figure 1. A 15 puzzle. A move in the puzzle slides a
numbered tile into the empty space.
Theorem 1. Let dBrptq be the total variation distance to uniformity at
time t ą 0 of standard Brownian motion started from p0, 0q on pR{Zq2.
Let cpuz “ 52pπ ´ 1q. As nÑ 8, the total variation distance to unifor-
mity of a single piece in the n2 ´ 1 puzzle at time cpuzn4t converges to
dBrptq uniformly for t in compact subsets of p0,8q.
Although Theorem 1 is stated for convergence in the total variation
metric, the order n4 mixing time also holds in the stronger ǫ|G| ´ ℓ8
metric, see Section 2 for a discussion of these metrics. This stronger
convergence is illustrated in the following theorem. As is well known,
the number of fixed points of a uniform random permutation on the
symmetric group Sn converges to a Poisp1q distribution as nÑ 8.
Theorem 2. Let f : NÑ N be an arbitrary growth function such that
fpnq Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. If an n2 ´ 1 puzzle is sampled after n4fpnq
random steps, then the number of pieces in the puzzle in their original
position converges to a Poisp1q distribution. The convergence does not
hold if f remains bounded.
The cut-off phenomenon for a sequence of Markov chains describes a
transition from non-uniform to uniform during a number of steps which
is lower order than the mixing time. Cut-off phenomena have been
proved to occur for a wide class of chains, including nearest neighbor
random walk on the hypercube and the random transposition walk on
the symmetric group. As a consequence of the proof of Theorem 2 we
obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 3. The convergence of the number of fixed points in an n2´1
puzzle does not exhibit a cut-off phenomenon in total variation.
Modifying an argument of [14] we demonstrate the following mixing
time upper bound for the full n2 ´ 1 puzzle.
Theorem 4. The total variation and ǫ|G|´ ℓ8 mixing time of an n2´1
puzzle is O pn4 log nq.
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We also give a coupling of the process which tracks the empty square
and boundedly many numbered pieces of the n2 ´ 1 puzzle.
Theorem 5. For each fixed d, as n Ñ 8, there is a coupling of
the Markov process described by the empty square and any d labeled
pieces, such that the expected time for the chain started from a deter-
ministic position to coincide with the chain started from stationarity is
Opn4 log nq.
1.1. Discussion of method. Theorems 1 and 2 are proved by track-
ing one or several marked pieces on the board as they move. The pieces
move at the times of a renewal process when the empty square moves
next to one of them and then the piece is shifted into it. To prove
Theorem 1, a local limit theorem is proved which demonstrates the
approximate independence of the piece’s location and the number of
moves of the empty square after the marked piece has moved approx-
imately n2 times. Since the expected time of a renewal is of order n2,
this takes time order n4. The lower order fluctuations from the sum of
the renewal process times are then absorbed as an error term.
Theorem 2 is proved by making a comparison to the exclusion pro-
cess of several labeled pieces on the board, making moves that are again
taken at the times of a renewal process. See [8] for an analysis of the
spectrum of the exclusion process on a graph with unlabeled pieces. A
slightly different approach is taken here to analyze the exclusion pro-
cess, passing to a larger state space without exclusion by extending the
test functions by averaging. The convergence to Poisp1q is essentially
equivalent to proving the mixing in each representation of the sym-
metric group corresponding to a partition with boundedly many pieces
below the first row or with boundedly many pieces to the right of its
first column, see the discussion in [5].
The proof of the upper bound in Theorem 4 works as follows. Let U
denote the move that shifts the blank piece up, and R the move that
shifts the blank piece right. The commutator URU´1R´1 is a 3-cycle.
In order n moves, any three pieces can be moved into the positions
adjacent to the empty square in the lower right corner. Conjugating
the 3 cycle by this permutation obtains any 3 cycle in the conjugacy
class. The mixing time upper bound now follows from the comparison
bound [8] for the mixing of 3 cycles on the alternating group.
1.2. Related work. Much of the prior work regarding n2 ´ 1 puzzles
has focused on sorting strategies for a puzzle in general position, and
on the hardness of finding shortest sorting algorithms. For instance,
it is known that any n2 ´ 1 puzzle may be returned to sorted order in
order n3 steps (and fewer are not always possible) [19], and that finding
the shortest solution is NP-hard [20], [11].
There has been significant interest recently in studying random walks
with small generating sets in non-commutative groups, see for instance
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[3], [4] and [12], with many subsequent works, but there are still com-
paratively few such walks which have been studied on the symmetric
group. In [7] Diaconis and Saloff-Coste obtain a mixing time upper
bound of order n3 for symmetric random walk on the symmetric group
generated by a two cycle and an n cycle. For an arbitrary pair of
generators, the best known general upper bound has been obtained by
Helfgott and Seress [13], but is not polynomial in n. For a uniformly
chosen pair of random generators, their bound is Opn3plog nqcq.
A host of random walks on permutation groups have been studied
via a variety of techniques, including the representation theory [9], [15],
[2], and couplings [1]. Our method for the upper bound, which uses a
three transitive group action, is based on [14]. So far as we are aware,
the method of using renewal theory together with a local limit theorem
to prove the lower bound, is new. The comparison techniques used in
the proof of Theorem 2 are partly based on [8].
2. Background and notation
The following asymptotic notation is used. Unless otherwise stated,
all asymptotics are taken as the side length n of the puzzle tends to
infinity. The notation A ! B has the same meaning as A “ OpBq,
and means that there is a fixed constant C such that |A| ď CB. The
notation A “ ODpBq means that the constant C is allowed to depend
on a further parameter D. The notation A — B means A ! B and
B ! A. The notation A „ B means A “ p1` op1qqB or lim A
B
“ 1.
For the reader’s convenience we review the basic conventions re-
garding Markov chains, see [18]. Denote by X a finite or countable
state space, and by P a Markov matrix. Given two states x, y P X ,
P px, yq “ etxPey denotes the probability of transferring from state x to
state y. Here ex and ey are the standard basis vectors. A Markov chain
X0, X1, X2, ... is a collection of X valued random variables satisfying
the Markov property
Prob
˜
Xt`1 “ y
ˇˇˇ t´1č
s“0
tXs “ xsu X tXt “ xu
¸
(1)
“ Prob pXt`1 “ y|Xt “ xq “ P px, yq.
Thus P t denotes the Markov transition matrix of t steps of the chain.
The chain is irreducible if, given any two states x, y, there is a positive
probability of moving from x to y in finitely many steps. A finite space
irreducible Markov chain has a unique stationary probability distribu-
tion π which satisfies πtP “ πt. Denote Probx and Ex probability and
expectation for a chain started from the state X0 “ x.
The hitting time of a state x P X is τx :“ mintt ě 0 : Xt “ xu. Let
τ`x “ mintt ě 1 : Xt “ xu. When X0 “ x, τ`x is called the first return
time. The unique stationary distribution of a finite state irreducible
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Markov chain satisfies
(2) πpxq “ 1
Exrτx` s
.
A stopping time τ for pXtq is a t0, 1, 2, ...u Y t8u valued random
variable satisfying tτ “ tu is determined by X0, ..., Xt. All of the stop-
ping times considered here will be almost surely finite. An important
property in this work is the strong Markov property
Probx0tpXτ`1, Xτ`2, ..., Xτ`ℓ P A|τ “ k ^ pX1, ..., Xkq “ px1, ..., xkqu
(3)
“ ProbxktpX1, ..., Xℓq P Au.
Given a function f : X Ñ R, the action of P on f is defined by
(4) Pfpxq “
ÿ
yPX
P px, yqfpyq.
The function f is said to be harmonic at x if Pfpxq “ fpxq. The
Markov chain P is called reversible if, for all x, y,
(5) πpxqP px, yq “ πpyqP py, xq.
All chains in this work will be irreducible and reversible, with stationary
distribution that is uniform on X . Under this condition, the matrix P
is symmetric with real eigenvalues 1 “ λ0 ą λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ|X |´1 ě ´1.
The time t heat kernel associated to P is
(6) HtpP q “ e´t
8ÿ
k“0
tkP k
k!
.
Write σpP q for the spectrum, including multiplicity, of P . If P “ř
λPσpP q λvλv
t
λ is a diagonalization of P in an orthonormal eigenbasis
tvλuλPσpP q then
(7) HtpP q “
ÿ
λPσpP q
epλ´1qtvλvtλ.
Given a smooth function φ ě 0 of compact support, ş
R` φ “ 1 on R`,
define the Laplace transform
(8) ΦtpP q “
ż 8
0
φpsqHstpP qds “
ÿ
λPσpP q
φˆpp1´ λqtqvλvtλ
where
(9) φˆptq “
ż 8
0
φpsqe´stds
is the usual Laplace transform. The relation between the spectrum of
the original chain P and the Laplace transform ΦtpP q will be useful in
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proving Theorem 2. The Dirichlet form associated to P is a quadratic
form
(10) E pf, fq “ xpI ´ P qf, fy “ 1
2
ÿ
x,y
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2πpxqP px, yq.
A random walk on a finite group G with driving probability measure
µ can be interpretted as a Markov chain in which X “ G and P px, yq “
µpx´1yq. The distribution after n steps of the random walk started from
the identity is given by the group convolution
(11) µ˚npxq “ µ ˚ µ˚pn´1qpxq
where
(12) µ ˚ νpzq “
ÿ
xy“z
µpxqνpyq.
If the generating measure µ is symmetric, that is µpxq “ µpx´1q for all
x, and if it is lazy, that is µp0q “ ǫ ą 0, then the stationary measure
is uniform on G, the Markov chain is reversible, and µ˚n Ñ UG as
nÑ8. Also, the least eigenvalue is bounded below by ´1` ǫ.
Several standard metrics are used on finite state Markov chains. The
total variation metric between two probability measures µ, ν on X is
(13) }µ´ ν}TV “ sup
AĂX
|µpAq ´ νpAq| “ 1
2
ÿ
xPX
|µpxq ´ νpxq|.
The d2 distance is a scaled version of the ℓ
2 norm,
(14) }µ´ ν}2d2 “ |X |
ÿ
xPX
pµpxq ´ νpxqq2.
For 0 ă ǫ ă 1, the ǫ|X | -ℓ8 distance between µ and ν is
(15) }µ´ ν}ǫ,8 “ |X |
ǫ
sup
xPX
|µpxq ´ νpxq|.
Given any of these metrics, the mixing time of the chain tetxPNu to
uniformity ν is the first steps N such that }etxPN ´ ν} ă 1e . For
symmetric random walk on a group, the total variation mixing time
and ǫ|G|´ℓ8 mixing time are bounded up to constants by the d2 mixing
time, see [7].
We make the following conventions regarding probability. The stan-
dard one dimensional Gaussian distribution is
(16) ηpxq “ 1?
2π
e´
x2
2 .
A d dimensional Gaussian of mean µ and covariance matrix σ2 is
(17) ηµ,σpxq “ 1p2πq d2 det σ
exp
ˆ
´1
2
px´ µqtσ´2px´ µq
˙
.
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Normalize two dimensional Brownian motion Bptq started from 0 in
R
2 by giving Bp1q a Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and covariance
I2, the two dimensional identity matrix. Brownian motion on R
2{Z2 is
obtained by projection to the quotient.
We use repeatedly that sums of independent random variables and
related quantities are concentrated, in the sense that their tail distribu-
tion decays more than polynomially away from the mean. Specifically,
a sequence of events tEnu on a sequence of probability spaces tXnu is
said to hold with overwhelming probability (w.o.p.) if, for any constant
A ą 0,
(18) ProbpEnq “ 1´OApn´Aq,
that is, the probability of the complement of the events decays faster
than any polynomial in n.
We use the following conventions for Fourier analysis. The additive
character on R is epxq “ e2πix and write cpxq “ cosp2πxq, spxq “
sinp2πxq. The Fourier transform of f P L1pRdq is
(19) fˆpξq “
ż
Rd
epξ ¨ xqfpxqdx.
If gpxq “ fpx´ aq then gˆpξq “ fˆpξqepξ ¨ aq. If f is Schwarz class then
so is fˆ , and
(20) fpxq “
ż
Rd
ep´ξ ¨ xqfˆpξqdξ.
The characteristic function, or Fourier transform, of the standard one
dimensional Gaussian is given by
(21) ηˆpξq “ expp´2π2ξ2q.
The Fourier series of an L1 function on Rd{Zd is
fpxq „
ÿ
nPZd
fˆpnqepn ¨ xq(22)
where
(23) fˆpnq “
ż
Rd{Zd
fpxqepn ¨ xqdx.
Brownian motion at time t has a distribution on pR{Zq2 which is a
theta function θtpxq, which has a Fourier series representation
(24) θtpxq “
ÿ
nPZ2
e´2π
2t}n}22epn ¨ xq.
For t in compact subsets of R` this function is uniformly Cj for every
j, as may be checked by differentiating term-by-term.
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We use as an explicit function on R{Z the Dirichlet kernel DN which
satisfies
(25) DˆNpnq “ 1p|n| ď Nq
2N ` 1 .
This is given by DNp0q “ 1 and, for 0 ‰ x P R{Z,
(26) DN pxq “
ˆ
1
2N ` 1
sppN ` 1
2
qxq
spx
2
q
˙
.
Lemma 6. The Dirichlet kernel satisfies the following bounds uni-
formly in N .
(1) There is a constant c ą 0 such that, for |x| ď 1
2N
, |DN pxq| ď
1´ cN2x2.
(2) For each ǫ ą 0 there is a constant cpǫq ą 0 such that, for
ǫ
N
ď |x| ď 1
2
, |DN pxq| ď 1´ cpǫq.
Proof. Write
(27) DNpxq “ 1
2N ` 1
˜
1` 2
Nÿ
j“1
cpjxq
¸
“ 1´ 2
2N ` 1
Nÿ
j“1
p1´cpjxqq.
To prove the first claim, use the bound, uniformly in |x| ď 1
2
, 1´cpxq "
x2.
To prove the second claim, it suffices to consider the range ǫ
N
ď
|x| ď C
N
for a fixed constant C, since for larger |x| the claim follows on
bounding
ˇˇ
s
`
x
2
˘ˇˇ " |x| and |sppn ` 1
2
qxq| ď 1. In the stated range, a
positive fraction of the terms in the sum
řN
j“1 1 ´ cpjxq are bounded
below by a fixed constant depending only on ǫ, which proves the claim
by again using 1´ cpxq " x2. 
For a finite abelian group G, the Fourier transform at a character χ
of function f is
(28) fˆpχq “
ÿ
gPG
fpgqχpgq.
The inversion formula is given by
(29) fpgq “ 1|G|
ÿ
χPGˆ
fˆpχqχpgq.
This is a special case of the Fourier inversion formula for a function on
an arbitrary finite group, which is given by (see e.g. [5])
fpgq “ 1|G|
ÿ
ρ irrep.
dρ tr
”
ρ
`
g´1
˘
fˆpρq
ı
(30)
fˆpρq “
ÿ
hPG
fphqρphq.
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This Fourier transform has the usual property of carrying group con-
volution to pointwise product,
(31) zµ ˚ νpρq “ µˆpρqνˆpρq.
We write DM for the distribution of M steps of simple random walk
on Z2, which has a multinomial distribution.
2.1. Specific chains. The following Markov chains appear in this
work.
‚ pXn2´1, Pn2´1q, the full n2 ´ 1 puzzle including n2 ´ 1 labeled
pieces and the empty square. This Markov chain is shown to be
a symmetric random walk on a group in Section 3, and hence
is reversible with uniform stationary measure on the group.
‚ pXd, Pdq. This chain is obtained from the n2 ´ 1 puzzle by
forgetting the location of all but d labeled pieces and the empty
square. It inherits the property of reversibility and uniform
stationary measure from the n2 ´ 1 puzzle.
‚ pX , P q. This is the case d “ 1 of a single labeled piece,
pX1, P1q.
‚ pXd,s, Pd,sq. This is a symmetrized version of pXd, Pdq, which is
described as follows. The state space Xd,s Ą Xd is enlarged by
allowing the empty square Pe to take any position on pZ{nZq2
including those states occupied by some labeled piece Pi. In
addition, at most two of the Pi may overlap if the empty square
overlaps them as well. The transitions are as follows. If Pe does
not overlap any Pi then it transitions to one of its neighbors
with probability 1
10
and holds with probability 3
5
. If Pe over-
laps a single Pi then either Pi and Pe move to a neighbor
each with probability 1
10
, Pe moves alone to any neighbor, each
with probability 1
10
, or the position holds with the remaining
probability. If Pe overlaps Pi and Pj, either Pi or Pj but
not both can move with Pe to a neighbor each with probability
1
10
, or the position holds with probability 1
5
.
By construction, Pd,spx, yq “ Pd,spy, xq so Pd,s is reversible
with stationary measure which is uniform on Xd,s.
‚ pXd,M , Pd,Mq. This is a further symmetrized chain which de-
pends on a parameterM . The state space Xd,M “ ppZ{nZq2qpd`1q
in which the first d labeled pieces positions can overlap, and the
last position in pZ{nZq2 is the empty square, which can also
overlap any position. The transition kernel Pd,M is a random
walk. With probability 1
2
the position holds. With probability
1
2
each of the first d positions transitions independently with x
and y coordinates each transitioning to a uniform point at dis-
tance at most M from the current position. The empty piece
independently transitions to a uniform point on pZ{nZq2.
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‚ pXsrw, Psrwq is nearest neighbor simple random walk on pZ{nZq2
in which the piece transitions to one of its four neighbors with
probability 1
4
each. In pXn2´1, Pn2´1q, pXd, Pdq, and pXd,s, Pd,sq,
considering only the position of the empty piece, and tracking
only the times at which it moves obtains pXsrw, Psrwq.
‚ pX3-cycle, P3-cycleq. This is random walk on the alternating group
An2´1 with driving measure which is uniform on the set of 3-
cycles.
3. Description of the random walk
Identify the n ˆ n board of the n2 ´ 1 puzzle with pZ{nZq2 with
the pieces in initial position numbered left to right and then top down,
with the empty square at pn, nq.
Theorem 7. The n2 ´ 1 puzzle Markov chain, in which at each step
the empty square moves right, left, up, down, or does not move with
equal probability can be identified with random walk on the group
(32) G “ Sn2´1 ˆ pZ{nZq2
driven by the measure
(33) µ “ 1
5
pδid ` δR ` δL ` δU ` δDq ,
where
R “
»————–
pn, n´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q
p2n, 2n´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n` 1q
...
pn2 ´ n, n2 ´ n ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n2 ´ 2n ` 1q
pn2 ´ 1, n2 ´ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n2 ´ n` 1q
fiffiffiffiffiflˆ p1, 0q(34)
U “
»————–
p1, n` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n2 ´ n` 1q
p2, n` 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n2 ´ n` 2q
...
pn´ 1, 2n´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n2 ´ 1q
pn, 2n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n2 ´ nq
fiffiffiffiffiflˆ p0, 1q
and L “ R´1, D “ U´1. Each generator is the product of n´1 n-cycles
and one n´ 1 cycle. When n is even, the random walk is supported on
group elements for which the parity of the permutation is equal to the
parity of the sum of the coordinates on pZ{nZq2.
Proof. Each time the empty piece moves, record its position on pZ{nZq2,
where it performs simple random walk. On the board, make a trans-
lation of pZ{nZq2 to fix the blank piece’s position in the lower right
corner, so that the board appears to be as from the empty piece’s per-
spective. This identifies the n2 ´ 1 puzzle’s position with a labeling of
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n2 ´ 1 positions other than the lower right corner, together with a po-
sition in pZ{nZq2. Each move consists of moving one unit in pZ{nZq2,
together with the corresponding permutation of the remaining n2 ´ 1
positions, so that the Markov chain can be identified with group con-
volution, hence is the stated random walk on a group.
Started from the initial position, when the empty square makes one
move right on the puzzle board its position is now directly below the
column of squares labeled p1, n` 1, 2n` 1, ..., n2´ n` 1qt. Thus, from
the empty square’s perspective, piece 1 is now in the position of piece
n, piece n in position n´ 1, etc, and similarly in the n´ 1 rows above
the last row. Thus each of these rows performs an n-cycle. In the last
row, piece n2 ´ n` 2 is now directly to the right of the empty square,
in the position of n2 ´ n` 1, and the pieces other than n2 ´ n` 1 are
shifted left, forming an n ´ 1 cycle.
When the empty square moves one unit up on the board started from
its initial position, from its perspective the first n´ 1 columns perform
an n-cycle, and the last column performs an n´ 1 cycle. 
4. The spectrum and comparison
Given a symmetric nˆn matrix P with eigenvalues λ0 ď λ1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď
λn´1, recall that the minimax characterization of the eigenvalues is as
follows. For a subspace W of Rn, define
mpW q “ mintxPf, fy{xf, fy : f PW zt0uu,(35)
MpW q “ maxtxPf, fy{xf, fy : f PW zt0uu.
The minimax characterization of eigenvalues gives
λi “ maxtmpW q : dimpWKq “ iu(36)
“ mintMpW q : dimpW q “ i` 1u.
By further constraining the minimum, one obtains an upper bound, for
any subspace U ,
(37) λi ď λ1i “ maxtmpW X Uq : dimpWKq “ iu.
In this paper, comparison of Dirichlet forms is used to compare the
eigenvalues of related Markov chains on the same state space, following
the method described in [8]. Given a second Markov chain P˜ px, yq
with stationary measure π˜, the minimax characterization of eigenvalues
leads to the bounds, for 1 ď i ď |X| ´ 1,
(38) βi ď 1´ a
A
p1´ β˜iq, if E˜ ď AE , π˜ ě aπ.
Note that the bound E˜ ď AE holds if, for all x, y, P˜ px, yq ď AP px, yq.
A more advanced method for estimating A is given in [8] which uses
paths. Given x, y P X , x ‰ y with P˜ px, yq ą 0, fix a path γxy with
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steps x0 “ x, x1, x2, ..., xk “ y with P pxi, xi`1q ą 0. Set E “ tpx, yq :
P px, yq ą 0u, E˜ “ tpx, yq : P˜ px, yq ą 0u and, for e P E,
(39) E˜peq “ tpx, yq P E˜ : e P γxyu.
Theorem 8 ([8], Theorem 2.1). Let P˜ , π˜ and P, π be reversible Markov
chains on a finite set X . The inequality
(40) E˜ ď AE
holds with
(41) A “ max
pz,wqPE
$&% 1πpzqP pz, wq ÿ
E˜pz,wq
|γxy|π˜pxqP˜ px, yq
,.- .
The theorem above is used in conjunction with the following Theo-
rem regarding the spectrum of the symmetrized chain pXd,M , Pd,Mq to
prove Theorem 2.
Theorem 9. Let M “ Mpnq vary with n in the range 1 ď M !
expp?log nq. For fixed d, uniformly in n ą 1, as cÑ 8,
(42)
ÿ
1‰λPσpPd,M q
λcp nM q
2
Ñ 0.
Proof. Since Pd,M is a random walk on the abelian group ppZ{nZq2qd`1
its transition kernel is diagonalized by the characters of the group.
Since the walk is 1
2
-lazy, the spectrum is non-negative, so it will suffice
to give an upper bound for the spectrum.
Index the dual group by a “ pa1, ..., ad`1q P ppZ{nZq2qd`1 and write
λa for the corresponding eigenvalue. Since the walk holds with proba-
bility 1
2
, and otherwise has the coordinates move independently, λa “
1
2
` 1
2
λ˜a where λ˜a “
śd`1
j“1 λ˜aj is the eigenvalue of the individual move-
ments, which factors as a product over the coordinates. Since the last
two coordinates move to uniform, λ˜ad`1 “ δpad`1 “ 0q. Since each
other coordinate moves a uniform distance on r´M,Ms, its Fourier
transform is given by the Dirichlet kernel, so that, for 1 ď j ď d,
(43) λ˜aj “ DM
´aj,1
n
¯
DM
´aj,2
n
¯
.
There are n2dpn2 ´ 1q terms with ad`1 ‰ 0, which contribute to (42) a
quantity
(44) n2dpn2 ´ 1q
ˆ
1
2
˙cp nM q2
which tends to 0 as cÑ8 uniformly in n.
By Lemma 6, for each ǫ ą 0 there is a cpǫq such that if ˇˇaj,i
n
ˇˇ ě ǫ
M
then
ˇˇ
DM
`
aj,i
n
˘ˇˇ ď 1´ cpǫq. Since λ˜ is bounded away from 1 by a fixed
constant for these terms, they may be bounded as for the case ad`1 ‰ 0,
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and are negligible. For the remaining terms, DM
`
aj,i
n
˘ ď 1 ´ CM2a2j,i
n2
.
Using the bound 1 ´ x ď e´x, which is valid for 0 ď x ď 1, it follows
that when ad`1 “ 0,
(45) λa ď e´C
M2}a}22
n2 .
Thus
(46)
ÿ
a‰0,ad`1“0
λ
cp nM q2
a ď op1q `
ÿ
aPZ2d ,a‰0
e´cC}a}
2
2
where op1q tends to 0 as cÑ 8.
Since
(47)
ÿ
aPZ2d,a‰0
e´cC}a}
2
2 “ ´1`
˜ÿ
nPZ
e´cCn
2
¸2d
the claim follows, since the sum over n is 1 ` op1q as c Ñ 8 by com-
parison with a geometric series. 
In the case that the Markov chains are symmetric random walks on a
group, [7] gives the following simplified estimate. Let E be a symmetric
set of generators of a finite group G. For y P G, let y “ z1z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ zk with
zi P E. Denote the least such k, |y|. Let Npz, yq denote the number of
times which z appears in the chosen representation of y.
Theorem 10 ([7], Theorem 1). Let p˜ and p be symmetric probabilities
on a finite group G. Let E be a symmetric set of generators. Suppose
that the support of p contains E. Then the Dirichlet forms satisfy
(48) E˜ ď AE
with
(49) A “ max
zPE
1
ppzq
ÿ
yPG
|y|Npz, yqp˜pyq.
This theorem is used together with the following estimate for 3-cycles
from [14] to prove the upper bound of Theorem 4.
Lemma 11. The spectral gap in the regular representation of Altpnq
for the measure supported uniformly on 3-cycles is 3
n´1 , and the
ǫ
|G|´ℓ8
mixing time is of order n log n.
Proof. See [14], Appendix A. 
5. Return times and hitting times
The return time of a Markov chain at a vertex is the first positive
time after leaving the vertex at which the Markov chain again is at
the vertex. The hitting time of a Markov chain to a set B is the first
non-negative time at which the chain reaches the set. We require some
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estimates for return times and hitting times of simple random walk on
the torus pZ{nZq2, as well as the hitting probabilities regarding the
likelihood of first reaching individual vertices in sets.
A function h : X Ñ R is said to be harmonic at x P X if
(50) hpxq “
ÿ
yPX
P px, yqhpyq.
If pXtq is the sequence of steps of a Markov chain with transition kernel
P , and B Ă X , define the hitting time τB by
(51) τB “ mintt ě 0 : Xt P Bu.
In [18] the following proposition is proved, which can be used to esti-
mate return probabilities.
Proposition 12 ([18], Proposition 9.1). Let pXtq be a Markov chain
on a finite state space X with irreducible transition matrix P , let B Ă
X , and let hB : B Ñ R be a function defined on B. The function
h : X Ñ R defined by
(52) hpxq :“ ExhBpXτBq
is the unique extension h : X Ñ R of hB such that hpxq “ hBpxq for
all x P B and h is harmonic for P at all x P X zB.
The function h is called the ‘harmonic extension’ of hB to X zB.
The following lemma can be deduced from Proposition 12. Let Xt
be 1
5
-lazy simple random walk on pZ{nZq2 started from p1, 0q, and let
py,n, y P tp1, 0q, p´1, 0q, p0, 1q, p0,´1qu be the probability that Xt first
reaches p0, 0q from y.
Lemma 13. There are limiting probabilities pp1,0q, pp´1,0q, pp0,1q “ pp0,´1q ą
0 such that py,n Ñ py as nÑ8.
Proof. Since simple random walk on Z2 is recurrent with probability 1,
the probability of the first return to 0 taking more than n steps tends
to 0 as nÑ 8. Those return paths which take fewer than n steps are
the same on pZ{nZq2 as on Z2, which proves the limit. 
The return probabilities px are determined as follows.
Lemma 14. Started at p1, 0q, the return probability to the origin is
given by
pp1,0q “ 1
2
, pp0,˘1q “ 1
2
´ 1
π
, pp´1,0q “ 2
π
´ 1
2
.(53)
Proof. We work first on pZ{nZq2 and then take the limit as n Ñ 8.
DenoteGx,n the Green’s function on pZ{nZq2 started at 0 and evaluated
at x and Gx the Green’s function started at 0 and evaluated at x on
Z
2. Thus our normalization has G0,n “ G0 “ 0. We define function hB
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on set B, where B “ tp0, 0q, p´1, 0qu, and extend hB on pZ{nZq2 by
Lemma 12. Let hpp0, 0qq “ ´Gp1,0q,n, hpp´1, 0qq “ Gp1,0q,n, then
hpxq “ Gx,n ´Gx´p´1,0q,n(54)
By conditioning on the state which is first hit in B, we get
hpxq “ pBp0,0q,npxqhpp0, 0qq ` pBp´1,0q,npxqhpp´1, 0qq,(55)
where pBp0,0q,npxq is, starting at point x the probability of hitting the
origin when first hitting set B and pBp´1,0q,npxq is the probability of
hitting p´1, 0q when first hitting set B. For convenience, let pBp0,0q,n
and pBp´1,0q,n denote pBp0,0q,np1, 0q and pBp´1,0q,np1, 0q.
Since we know pBp0,0q,n ` pBp´1,0q,n “ 1, plug in p0, 1q in (54) and we
get
pBp0,0q,n “
Gp2,0q,n
2Gp1,0q,n
, pBp´1,0q,n “ 1´
Gp2,0q,n
2Gp1,0q,n
.(56)
Plugging in p0, 1q in (54), we get
pBp´1,0q,npp0, 1qq “ 1´
Gp1,1q,n
2Gp1,0q,n
.(57)
Due to symmetry, we have
(58) pp0,1q,n “ pBp´1,0q,npp1, 0qqpp1,0q,n
i.e. start at p1, 0q, calculate pp0,1q,n by conditioning on the state of
hitting p0, 1q before hitting the origin.
Let p1p1,0q,n, p
1
p0,1q,n, p
1
p0,´1q,n denote the probability of returning to ori-
gin through p1, 0q, p0, 1q, p0,´1q,without passing through point p´1, 0q.
We have
pBp0,0q,n “ p1p0,1q,n ` p1p0,´1q,n ` p1p1,0q,n “ 2p1p0,1q,n ` p1p1,0q,n(59)
pp´1,0q,n “ pBp´1,0q,npp1,0q,n
pp1,0q,n “ p1p1,0q,n ` pBp´1,0q,npp´1,0q,n “
p1p1,0q,n
1´ p2Bp´1,0q,n
pp0,1q,n “ p1p0,1q,n ` pBp´1,0q,npp0,1q,n “
p1p0,1q,n
1´ pBp´1,0q,n
.
By solving the above linear system, we get the desired quantity of
return probabilities,
pp1,0q,n “ 2Gp1,0q,n
8Gp1,0q,n ´ 2Gp1,1q,n ´Gp2,0q,n(60)
pp0,˘1q,n “ 2Gp1,0q,n ´Gp1,1q,n
8Gp1,0q,n ´ 2Gp1,1q,n ´Gp2,0q,n
pp´1,0q,n “
2Gp1,0q,n ´Gp2,0q,n
8Gp1,0q,n ´ 2Gp1,1q,n ´Gp2,0q,n .
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Letting n Ñ 8, Gx,n Ñ Gx. The exact values were calculated in
Mathematica.

The following proposition is a variant of one proved in [18], adapted
to the case of 1
5
-lazy simple random walk.
Proposition 15 ([18], Proposition 10.13). Let x and y be two points
at distance k ě 1 on the torus pZ{nZq2, and let Ty be the time of the
first visit to y after leaving x. There exist constants 0 ă c2 ď C2 ă 8
such that
(61) c2n
2 logpkq ď ExpTyq ď C2n2 logpk ` 1q.
Also, the exact formula ExpTxq “ 54n2 holds.
Proof. When considering non-lazy simple random walk, which transi-
tions to each neighbor with probability 1
4
, the exact expected return
time is n2 and the lower and upper bounds on the hitting time are
proved in [18]. Under 1
5
-lazy simple random walk, the expected time
to make each move is 5
4
, which proves the claims. 
Lemma 16. Let µ be a symmetric probability measure on pZ{nZq2
satisfying, for some c ą 0, µpp0, 0qq, µpp˘1, 0qq, µpp0,˘1qq ě c. The
expected hitting time of simple random walk driven by µ to any x P
pZ{nZq2 is Opn2 lognq.
Proof. It follows from [18], chapters 9 and 10 that the expected hit-
ting time from x to y on pZ{nZq2 is Opn2Rpx, yqq where Rpx, yq is
the effective resistance. Moreover, by Thomson’s Principle, Rpx, yq “
inftE rθs, θ a unit flow x, yu and E rθs “ řerθpeqs2rpeq, where rpeq is
the resistance of an edge e. Since the resistance of the nearest neighbor
edges under the random walk µ is bounded to within constants by that
for simple random walk, Rpx, yq “ Oplognq. 
By Markov’s inequality, for any x P pZ{nZq2, there is a constant
C ą 0 such that Probxpτ0 ą Cn2 log nq ă 12 . Applying this iteratively
proves that Probxpτ0 ą cn2 log nq decays exponentially in c as cÑ8.
In particular, Varxpτyq ! n4plognq2.
Another useful expression for the hitting time can be obtained as
a generating function. Let P be the transition kernel of 1
5
-lazy sim-
ple random walk on pZ{nZq2, and let P 1 be P with row and column
corresponding to p0, 0q deleted. Let
Rpzq “ pI ´ zP 1q´1 “ I ` zP 1 ` pzP 1q2 ` ...(62)
be the resolvent.
Lemma 17. The characteristic function of the hitting time from p1, 0q
to p0, 0q under 1
5
-lazy simple random walk at z “ e2πiξ is
χpzq “ z
5
etp1,0qRpzq
`
ep1,0q ` ep´1,0q ` ep0,1q ` ep0,´1q
˘
.(63)
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The expected hitting time is
(64) 1` 1
5
etp1,0qR
1p1q `ep1,0q ` ep´1,0q ` ep0,1q ` ep0,´1q˘
which is of order n2.
Proof. pP 1qn enumerates the transition probabilities that result from
length n paths which do not visit p0, 0q. To obtain the characteristic
function formula, condition on the number of steps taken under P 1, and
then use that the probability of transitioning from one of the neighbors
of p0, 0q to p0, 0q is 1
5
.
We have χp1q “ 1, since the walk hits p0, 0q in finite time with
probability 1.
The formula for the expected hitting time holds since the expectation
is χ1p1q. 
Since P 1 is symmetric, it can be diagonalized using an orthonor-
mal set of eigenvectors. Let the corresponding eigenvalues be λ1 ě
λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn2´1 with eigenvectors v1, v2, ..., vn2´1. We have v1 is
non-negative and 1 ą λ1. Write
(65) Rpzq “
n2´1ÿ
i“1
viv
t
i
1´ zλi .
Let ci,x “ xvi, exy.
Lemma 18. The largest eigenvalue λ1 satisfies
1
n2 logn
! 1 ´ λ1 ! 1n2 .
Also,
5
4
ď
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi ă 5(66)
and
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
p1´ λiq2 — n
2.(67)
Furthermore, there is a constant c ą 0 such thatÿ
i:p1´λiqą cn
c2i,p1,0q
p1´ λiq "
1
logn
.(68)
Proof. Let v1 be in the top eigen-space, 1
tv1 “ 1 so that v1 is a probabil-
ity vector. Since pP 1qmv1 “ λm1 v1, 1tpP 1qmv1 “ λm1 is the probability of
not reaching p0, 0q in m steps, started from a distribution proportional
to v1. Since the expected hitting time to p0, 0q is Opn2 log nq uniformly
in the starting point, it follows that for some c ą 0, λ1 ď 1´ cn2 logn .
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The bound λ1 ą 1 ´ cn2 will follow after establishing (67), sinceř
i c
2
i,p1,0q “ 1 by orthogonality. To prove (66) note that χp1q “ 1 may
be written
(69) 1 “ 1
5
n2´1ÿ
i“1
ci,p1,0qpci,p1,0q ` ci,p´1,0q ` ci,p0,1q ` ci,p0,´1qq
1´ λi .
Furthermore, by symmetry,
ř
i
c2i,x
1´λi is independent of x P tp˘1, 0q, p0,˘1qu,
so that
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi ď
n2´1ÿ
i“1
ci,p1,0qpci,p1,0q ` ci,p´1,0q ` ci,p0,1q ` ci,p0,´1qq
1´ λi(70)
ď 4
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi .
Similarly, the expected hitting time formula may be written
(71)
n2´1ÿ
i“1
ci,p1,0qpci,p1,0q ` ci,p´1,0q ` ci,p0,1q ` ci,p0,´1qqλi
p1´ λiq2 — n
2.
Those terms with 1
1´λi bounded contribute Op1q to this sum, so that
the negative terms may be dropped, and hence
(72)
n2´1ÿ
i“1
ci,p1,0qpci,p1,0q ` ci,p´1,0q ` ci,p0,1q ` ci,p0,´1qq
p1´ λiq2 — n
2.
Again by symmetry, and Cauchy-Schwarz,
(73)
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
p1´ λiq2 — n
2.
To prove (68), note that if c ą 0 is sufficiently small, sinceři c2i,p1,0q “ 1,
(74)
ÿ
i:p1´λiqą cn
c2i,p1,0q
p1´ λiq2 " n
2.
The claim now follows from 1
1´λi ! n2 log n. 
The following bounds are useful in bounding the characteristic func-
tion of the hitting time.
Lemma 19. Let ϑ be maximal such that
(75)
ÿ
i:p1´λiqąϑ
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi ě
ˆ
1´ 1plog nq3
˙ n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi .
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Then for ϑ ă ξ ď 1
2
,ÿ
i:1´λiăξ
c2i,p1,0q
ˆ
1
1´ λi ´
1
|1´ λie2πiξ|
˙
" 1plog nq3 .(76)
For 0 ă ξ ď ϑ,
(77)
ÿ
i:p1´λiqąϑ
c2i,p1,0q
ˆ
1
1´ λi ´
1
|1´ λie2πiξ|
˙
" ξ2n4.
Proof. By the previous lemma, ϑ ! 1
n
. We have
(78)
1
|1´ λie2πiξ| ď
1
|p1´ λiq ` iλi sinp2πξq| “
1
1´ λi
1ˇˇˇ
1` iλi sinp2πξq
1´λi
ˇˇˇ .
and, thus,
1
1´ λi ´
1
|1´ λie2πiξ| "
1
1´ λi
¨˝
1´ 1b
1` ξ2p1´λiq2
‚˛(79)
" 1
1´ λi min
ˆ
1,
ξ2
p1´ λiq2
˙
.
We now conclude, when ϑ ă ξ ď 1
2
,
ÿ
i:p1´λiqăξ
c2i,p1,0q
ˆ
1
1´ λi ´
1
|1´ λie2πiξ|
˙
"
ÿ
i:p1´λiqăξ
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi "
1
plognq3 .
(80)
For 0 ă ξ ď ϑ, note that
(81)
ÿ
i:p1´λiqăϑ
c2i,p1,0q
p1´ λiq3 !
1
p1´ λ1q2
ÿ
i:p1´λiqăϑ
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi !
n4
logn
while, by Ho¨lder,
(82)
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
p1´ λiq3 " n
4.
Hence,
(83)ÿ
i:1´λiąϑ
c2i,p1,0q
ˆ
1
1´ λi ´
1
|1´ λie2πiξ|
˙
" ξ2
ÿ
i:1´λiąϑ
c2i,p1,0q
p1´ λiq3 " ξ
2n4.

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6. The mixing of a single piece, proof of Theorem 1
In this section we track the location of a single numbered piece P,
along with the empty piece Pe.
Let t0 be the first time at which Pe swaps positions with P from
the above or below, and define a sequence of stopping times t1, t2, t3, ...
in which t2i´1 is the first time after t2i´2 at which Pe swaps positions
with P from left or right, and t2i is the first time after t2i´1 at which
Pe swaps positions with P from the above or below.
Let H0 be the number of positions (left is negative, right is positive)
that P moves prior to t1 and V0 the number of positions (up is positive,
down is negative) that P moves prior to t1.
For i ě 1, letHi be the number of horizontal moves of P in rt2i´1, t2iq
and let Vi be the number of vertical moves of P in rt2i, t2i`1q.
Lemma 20. The collection of random variables tHi, Viu8i“1 are i.i.d.
symmetric, mean 0, and have exponentially decaying tails. They are
independent of H0, V0, and these variables have exponentially decaying
tails.
Proof. The i.i.d. property follows from the strong Markov property,
see e.g. [10], Chapter 4. Symmetry follows from the symmetry of
the walk, while the exponentially decaying tails property follows since
pp0,˘1q,n Ñ pp0,˘1q ą 0, so that Hi and Vi are the sum of a geometric
variable number of moves with parameter bounded away from 1. 
Let, for i ě 1,
(84) ri “ t2i ´ t2i´1, si “ t2i`1 ´ t2i.
The collection tpHi, riq, pVi, siqu8i“1 are also i.i.d. and are independent
of tH0, V0, t0, t1u. Set
(85) s2n “ ErH21 s, µn “ Err1s, v2n “ Varrr1s.
Let mi be the number of times P moves either left or right between
t2i´1 and t2i and ni the number of times P moves either up or down
between t2i and t2i`1. Call a type I return of Pe a sequence of moves
in which Pe begins adjacent to P, ends at the next time Pe swaps
position with P from the same direction (horizontal or vertical), and
does not swap positions with Pe from the opposite direction in be-
tween. Call a type II return a sequence of moves of Pe in which it
begins adjacent to P, ends adjacent to Pe from the opposite direc-
tion, and does not swap position with Pe in between, but will swap
positions with Pe from the opposite direction on the next move. Thus
ri is the sum of the length of mi independent type I returns and one
type II return, and si is the sum of the lengths of ni independent type
I returns and one type II return.
The number of type I returns has a geometric distribution of bounded
parameter.
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Lemma 21. We have
(86) lim
nÑ8
s2n “ s2, lim
nÑ8
µn
n2
“ µ
with
(87) s2 “ 1
2pp0,˘1q
1´ pp1,0q ` pp´1,0q
1` pp1,0q ´ pp´1,0q , µ “
5
4
ˆ
1
2pp0,˘1q
˙
.
Also, vn “ Opn2 log nq.
Remark. The constant cpuz is
(88) cpuz “ 2µ
s2
“ 5
2
1` pp1,0q ´ pp´1,0q
1´ pp1,0q ` pp´1,0q “
5
2
pπ ´ 1q.
Proof. The H1 process makes one move right or left, with equal proba-
bility, then makes k ě 0 right or left returns followed by an up or down
return. Since we consider H21 , by symmetry assume that the initial
move is ´1, so that afterwards, Pe is at position P ` p1, 0q.
Condition on k and let Zk be the conditional displacement of the
moves following the first one. Thus Z0 “ 0 and, for k ě 1,
(89) Zk “
#
1´ Zk´1 prob. pp1,0q,n1´2pp0,˘1q,n
´1` Zk´1 prob. pp´1,0q,n1´2pp0,˘1q,n
.
Hence
(90) ErZks “ pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n
1´ 2pp0,˘1q,n p1´ ErZk´1sq.
Solving the recurrence, it follows that
(91) ErZks “
kÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1
ˆ
pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n
1´ 2pp0,˘1q,n
˙i
.
Similarly,
(92) ErZ2ks “ 1´ Er2Zk´1s ` ErZ2k´1s
from which it follows that
ErZ2ks “ k ´ 2
k´1ÿ
j“1
jÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1
ˆ
pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n
1´ 2pp0,˘1q,n
˙i
(93)
“ k ´ 2
k´1ÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1pk ´ iq
ˆ
pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n
1´ 2pp0,˘1q,n
˙i
.
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Conditioning on the number k of type I returns,
ErH21 s “
8ÿ
k“0
Erp´1` Zkq2s2pp0,˘1q,np1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk
(94)
“
8ÿ
k“0
2pp0,˘1q,np1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk ´ 2
8ÿ
k“1
ErZks2pp0,˘1q,np1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk
`
8ÿ
k“1
ErZ2ks2pp0,˘1q,np1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk.
We have
(95)
8ÿ
k“0
2pp0,˘1q,np1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk “ 1
and
8ÿ
k“1
ErZks2pp0,˘1q,np1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk(96)
“ 2pp0,˘1q,n
8ÿ
k“1
kÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1ppp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,nqip1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk´i
“
8ÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1ppp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,nqi
“ pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n
1` pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n .
Also,
8ÿ
k“1
ErZ2ks2pp0,˘1q,np1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk
(97)
“ 2pp0,˘1q,n
8ÿ
k“1
kp1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk
´ 4pp0,˘1q
8ÿ
k“1
`
1´ 2pp0,˘1q,n
˘k k´1ÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1pk ´ iq
ˆ
pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n
1´ 2pp0,˘1q,n
˙i
“ 2pp0,˘1q,n
8ÿ
k“1
kp1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk
´ 4pp0,˘1q,n
8ÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1ppp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,nqi
8ÿ
k“1
kp1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk
“ 1´ 2pp0,˘1q,n
2pp0,˘1q,n
´ 21´ 2pp0,˘1q,n
2pp0,˘1q,n
pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n
1` pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n .
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Combining the above obtains
(98) ErH21 s “
1
2pp0,˘1q,n
1´ pp1,0q,n ` pp´1,0q,n
1` pp1,0q,n ´ pp´1,0q,n .
The number of times that the piece moves between t2i´1 and t2i is
1`mi. We have, by the law of large numbers,
(99)
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
mi Ñ Erm1s “
8ÿ
k“0
kp2pp0,˘1q,nqp1´ 2pp0,˘1q,nqk “ 1
2pp0,˘1q,n
´ 1.
Also, 1
N
řN
i“1 ri Ñ Err1s. Similarly, the averages converge for ni and si,
which have the same distribution. Since, on average, the piece moves
once every 5
4
pn2 ´ 1q steps of the walk, Err1s
1`Erm1s “ 54pn2 ´ 1q, or
(100) Err1s “ 5
4
pn2 ´ 1q
ˆ
1
2pp0,˘1q,n
˙
.

The primary step in establishing the mixing of the piece P is estab-
lishing the asymptotic independence of the coordinates of the sum
(101) SN “
˜
Nÿ
i“1
Hi,
Nÿ
i“1
Vi,
Nÿ
i“1
pri ` siq
¸
as N Ñ 8. This is demonstrated by considering the characteristic
function
(102) χpξ1, ξ2q “ E
”
e2πi
ξ1
n
H1`2πiξ2r1
ı
, ξ1 P Z{nZ, ξ2 P R{Z.
Lemma 22. There is a constant c ą 0 such that, uniformly in n and
uniformly in ξ1 P
`´n
2
, n
2
‰
, and ξ2 P
`´1
2
, 1
2
‰
,
(103) |χpξ1, ξ2q| ď 1´ cmax
ˆ
ξ21
n2
, ξ22
˙
.
Proof. Consider paths of either fixed, bounded length, or fixed dis-
placement of P but bounded varying length. All of these have positive
probability, which is not dependent on n for all n sufficiently large. The
variation in their phase is of the given magnitude. 
We now give an exact matrix formula for χpξ1, ξ2q. Recall that
we let P be the transition matrix of 1
5
-lazy simple random walk on
pZ{nZq2, and that P 1 is the minor excluding the row and column of
p0, 0q, Rpzq “ pI ´ zP 1q´1. Let Mpz1, z2q be the transition matrix on
pZ{nZq2ztp0, 0qu with 1
5
z1z2 in the transition from p1, 0q to p´1, 0q and
1
5
z2
z1
in the transition from p´1, 0q to p1, 0q, and zeros elsewhere. Let
wpz1, z2q be the vector with entries z1z22 at p´1, 0q and z22z1 at p1, 0q,
with zeros elsewhere, and let v be the vector with value 1
5
at p0,˘1q
and zeros elsewhere.
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Lemma 23. Let ξ1 P Z{nZ, ξ2 P R{Z, and set z1 “ e
2πiξ1
n , z2 “ e2πiξ2.
Then
(104) χpξ1, ξ2q “ wpz1, z2qtpI ´Rpz2qMpz1, z2qq´1Rpz2qv.
Proof. The sequence of moves described in phase space by χpξ1, ξ2q are
as follows. An initial move, which involves one move of the empty
square and one update, right or left of P occurs. This is recorded by
wpz1, z2qt in which if the empty square swaps places from the right, it
now has the position to the left p´1, 0q of P and makes one move, hence
contributes z1z2 to the phase. If instead the empty square swaps places
from the left then it now occupies p1, 0q relative to P and contributes
z2
z1
to the phase.
Now there are 0 or more excursions of the empty square followed by
a right or left move of P. A right or left move of P entails moving
the empty square from the position on the right of P to the position
on the left, or vice versa. This is captured by Mpz1, z2q. Finally there
is a final excursion, captured by R, which is finished by moving onto
P from above or below, captured by v. 
The previous lemma implies the following bound.
Lemma 24. Uniformly in n, ξ1 P p´n2 , n2 s and ξ2 P p´12 , 12s,
(105) 1´ |χpξ1, ξ2q| " etp1,0qRp1qep1,0q ´
ˇˇ
etp1,0qRpe2πiξ2qep1,0q
ˇˇ
.
Proof. In the term pI ´ Rpz2qMpz1, z2qq´1 “
ř8
k“0pRpz2qMpz1, z2qqk,
there is a probability, bounded uniformly away from 0 that the k “ 1
term is taken, and a probability bounded uniformly from 0 that the
return is of type ep1,0q to ep1,0q. With no cancellation, the sum of path
probabilities making up the return is etp1,0qRp1qep1,0q, while with the
phase, the sum has size
ˇˇˇ
etp1,0qRpe2πiξ2qep1,0q
ˇˇˇ
. 
Lemma 25. There is a constant c ą 0 such that, for all ξ1 P Z{nZ
and ´1
2
ă ξ2 ď 12 ,
(106) |χpξ1, ξ2q| ď 1´ cmin
ˆ
1
plognq3 , ξ
2
2n
4
˙
.
Proof. By the previous lemma,
1´ |χpξ1, ξ2q| "
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λi ´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇn
2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
1´ λie2πiξ2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ(107)
ě
n2´1ÿ
i“1
c2i,p1,0q
ˆ
1
1´ λi ´
1
|1´ λie2πiξ2 |
˙
.
By Lemma 19, it follows that
(108) 1´ |χpξ1, ξ2q| " min
ˆ
1
plog nq3 , ξ
2
2n
4
˙
.
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
At small frequencies, the characteristic function may be estimated by
Taylor expansion. Recall ErH21 s “ s2n, Err1s “ µn and Varrr1s “ v2n.
Lemma 26. For ξ1 P Z{nZ, |ξ1| ď n2 and for complex ξ2, |ξ2| !
1
n2plog nq2 ,
χpξ1, ξ2q “ exp
ˆ
2πiξ2µn ´ 2π
2ξ21
n2
s2n ´ 2π2ξ22v2n
˙
(109)
ˆ
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
ξ31
n3
` ξ32pn2 log nq3
˙˙
.
Proof. To obtain this estimate, write
(110) χpξ1, ξ2q “ e2πiξ2µnE
”
e2πip ξ1n H1`ξ2pr1´µnqq
ı
.
Now Taylor expand e2πix “ 1 ` 2πix ´ 2π2x2 ` Opx3q and use the
moments
ErH1s “ 0, ErH21 s “ sn, Er|H1|3s “ Op1q(111)
and
Err1 ´ µns “ 0,(112)
Erpr1 ´ µnq2s “ vn,
ErH1pr1 ´ µnqs “ 0,
Er|r1 ´ µn|3s “ Oppn2 log nq3q.

The following local limit theorem is the main technical ingredient in
this section.
Theorem 27. Let n ě 2, plog nq19 ď N ď n3, |t´2Nµn| ă
?
Nvn log n,
for any A ą 0,
ProbpSN “ pi, j, tqq “ O
ˆplognq6
N2vn
exp
ˆ
´pt´ 2Nµnq
2
4Nv2n
˙˙
`OApn´Aq
(113)
`
exp
´
´ pt´2Nµnq2
4Nv2n
¯
?
4πNvn
¨˚
˚˝˚ 1
n2
ÿ
ξPpZ{nZq2
}ξ}2! n?
N
logn
e´2πi
ξ¨pi,jq
n exp
ˆ
´2π
2}ξ}22s2nN
n2
˙‹˛‹‹‚.
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Proof. The characteristic function of SN at frequencies
ξ1
n
, ξ2
n
, ξ3 is given
by χpξ1, ξ3qNχpξ2, ξ3qN . Hence, by Fourier inversion,
ProbpSN “ pi, j, tqq
(114)
“ 1
n2
ÿ
ξ“pξ1,ξ2qPpZ{nZq2
ż
ξ3PR{Z
e´2πip ξ1i`ξ2jn `ξ3tqχpξ1, ξ3qNχpξ2, ξ3qNdξ3.
Using the bound |χpξ1, ξ3q| ď 1 ´ cmax
´
ξ21
n2
, ξ23
¯
, truncate the torus
variables to }ξ}2 ! n?N logn with error, for any A ą 0, OApn´Aq. Next
using the bound |χpξ1, ξ3q| ď 1 ´ cmin
´
1
plog nq3 , ξ
2
3n
4
¯
, truncate the ξ3
integral to |ξ3| ! plog nq2n2?N with the same error. Inserting the Taylor
expansion for χpξ1, ξ3q and χpξ2, ξ3q at low frequencies,
ProbpSN “ pi, j, tqq “ 1
n2
ÿ
}ξ}2! n?
N
logn
e´2πip ξ1i`ξ2jn q
(115)
ˆ
ż
|ξ3|! plog nq2
n2
?
N
e´2πiξ3pt´2Nµnq exp
ˆ
´N
ˆ
2π2pξ21 ` ξ22qs2n
n2
` 4π2ξ23v2n
˙˙
ˆ
ˆ
1`O
ˆ}ξ}32
n3
` |ξ3|3pn2 lognq3
˙˙2N
dξ3 `OApn´Aq.
In the integral over ξ3 substitute ξ
1
3 “ 2πN
1
2vnξ3 to obtain
Prob pSN “ pi, j, tqq “ 1
2πN
1
2vnn2
ÿ
}ξ}2! n?
N
logn
e´2πip ξ1i`ξ2jn q
(116)
ˆ
ż
|ξ13|! vnplog nq
2
n2
exp
ˆ´iξ13pt ´ 2Nµnq
N
1
2vn
´ ξ132 ´N
ˆ
2π2pξ21 ` ξ22qs2n
n2
˙˙
ˆ
˜
1`O
˜
}ξ}32
n3
` |ξ13|3
ˆ
n2 log n
vn
?
N
˙3¸¸2N
dξ13 `OApn´Aq.
Completing the square,
(117) ξ˜3 “ ξ13 `
ipt ´ 2Nµnq
2N
1
2 vn
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then shifting the ξ˜3 integral to be on the real axis obtains a horizontal
integral bounded by OApn´Aq together with a shifted integral
Prob pSN “ pi, j, tqq “
exp
´
´ pt´2Nµnq2
4Nv2n
¯
2πN
1
2 vnn2
ÿ
}ξ}2! n?
N
logn
e´2πip ξ1i`ξ2jn q
(118)
ˆ
ż
|ξ˜3|! vnplog nq2
n2
exp
ˆ
´ξ˜23 ´N
ˆ
2π2pξ21 ` ξ22qs2n
n2
˙˙
ˆ
˜
1`O
˜
}ξ}32
n3
`
˜
|ξ˜3|3 ` |t ´ 2Nµn|
3
N
3
2 v3n
¸ˆ
n2 log n
vn
?
N
˙3¸¸2N
dξ˜3
`OApn´Aq.
The main term is obtained by dropping the big O terms and extending
the ξ˜3 integral to R with acceptable error.
To bound the error, note that in the region of integration, using
n2 ! vn ! n2 log n,
(119) O
˜
}ξ}32
n3
`
˜
|ξ˜3|3 ` |t´ 2Nµn|
3
N
3
2v3n
¸ˆ
n2 logn
vn
?
N
˙3¸
“ o
ˆ
1
N
˙
,
so that the exponential may be bounded linearly. Bound integration
over ξ˜3 by a constant. This obtains an error of
!
exp
´
´ pt´2Nµnq2
4Nv2n
¯
2πN
1
2 vnn2
ÿ
}ξ}2! n?
N
logn
exp
ˆ´2π2N}ξ}22s2n
n2
˙
(120)
ˆN
˜
}ξ}32
n3
`
˜
1` |t ´ 2Nµn|
3
N
3
2 v3n
¸ˆ
n2 log n
vn
?
N
˙3¸
.
Use vn " n2, and use |t ´ 2Nµn| ! N 12vn log n, and approximate the
sum over ξ with an integral over R2 to estimate the error by
!
exp
´
´ pt´2Nµnq2
4Nv2n
¯
N
1
2
2πvn
ż
R2
exp
`´2π2Ns2nx2˘ˆ}x}32 ` plognq6
N
3
2
˙
dx.
(121)
This obtains the claimed error bound.

We can now prove Theorem 1. The reader is referred to Appendix A
for the variant of Chernoff’s inequality used here, which treats variables
that have exponentially decaying tails.
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that the time t Brownian motion Bptq on
pR{Zq2 has a distribution which is a θ function θtpxq. The convergence
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in Theorem 1 consists of a lower bound and an upper bound approxi-
mating the distance to uniformity of the single piece with››θt ´ UpR{Zq2››TV “ 12
ż
pR{Zq2
|θtpxq ´ 1|dx(122)
“
ż
pR{Zq2
1pθtpxq ą 1qpθtpxq ´ 1qdx.
Let ρ : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth cut-off function which satisfies ρpxq “
0 if x ď ´1 and ρpxq “ 1 if x ě 1. Let, for ε ą 0, ρεpxq “ ρ
`
x
ε
˘
and
define ψεpx, tq “ ρεpθtpxq ´ 1q. For fixed ε and for t P K with K Ă R`
compact, ψεpx, tq is uniformly C1 since θtpxq is uniformly Cj for every
j. Also,
(123)
ˇˇˇˇ››θtpxq ´ UpR{Zq2››TV ´ żpR{Zq2 ψεpx, tqpθtpxq ´ 1qdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ε,
since |θtpxq ´ 1| ď ε whereever ψεpx, tq and 1pθpx, tq ą 1q differ.
Define cpuz “ 2µσ2 “ 52pπ´1q. Let piT , jT q be the displacement from its
initial position of the piece P after T “ tcpuzn4tu steps of the Markov
chain P . We show that for each fixed ε ą 0, uniformly for t P K,
(124) lim
nÑ8
EUpZ{nZq2
„
ψε
ˆˆ
i
n
,
j
n
˙
, t
˙
“
ż
pR{Zq2
ψεpx, tqdx
and
(125) lim
nÑ8
EPT
„
ψε
ˆˆ
iT
n
,
jT
n
˙
, t
˙
“
ż
pR{Zq2
ψεpx, tqθt pxq dx,
which proves that the total variation distance of the single piece process
is bounded below in the limit by that of Brownian motion. Note that
(124) holds since the expectation is a Riemann sum for the integral, so
that the convergence holds by uniform convergence.
The distribution of P is determined after N steps of the renewal
process in Theorem 27, so we now remove the stopping time implicit in
the renewal process and include the moves H0, V0 prior to the renewal
process beginning.
Let, for ǫ ą 0,
(126) N “
Z
T
2µn
´ n1`ǫ
^
.
Since µn is of order n
2 by Lemma 21, N is of order n2. Let
(127) M “
Z
T ´ SN,3
2µn
´ n 12`2ǫ
^
.
Then outside a set Sbad
(128) piT , jT q “ pH0, V0q ` pSN,1, SN,2q ` pSM,1, SM,2q ` pE1, E2q
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where E1, E2 are the set of moves of the piece after time t1`SN,3`SM,3.
The condition for membership in Sbad is that either t1 ě n2plog nq3,
|SN,3 ´ 2Nµn| ě
?
Nn2plog nq2 or |SM,3 ´ 2Mµn| ě
?
Mn2plog nq2.
Since t1
n2 logn
, has an exponentially decaying tail, the first part of Sbad
has measure OApn´Aq. Next, since rin2 logn and sin2 logn have exponentially
decaying tails, by the variant of Chernoff’s inequality, Lemma 44, the
measure of |SN,3´2Nµn| ě
?
Nn2plog nq2 is OApn´Aq. Outside this set,
M is of order n1`ǫ, and so in this set, |SM,3 ´ 2Mµn| ě
?
Mn2plognq2
has measure OApn´Aq. Hence Sbad has probability, for any A ą 0,
OApn´Aq, so can be ignored.
Outside Sbad, M is of order n
1`ǫ, so that w.o.p. SM,1, SM,2 ! n 12`ǫ
by Lemma 44 this time applied to Hi and Vi, which have exponentially
decaying tails. Similarly, by excluding Sbad, T ´ SN,3 ´ SM,3 ´ t1 “
Opn 52`2ǫq. It then follows by Chernoff’s inequality for the sum of ri
and si, that P moves Opn 12`3ǫq times in pE1, E2q. Since H0 and V0 are
bounded ! logn w.o.p., it follows that w.o.p.
(129) piT , jT q “ pSN,1, SN,2q `Opn 12`3ǫq.
Since ψεpx, tq is uniformly C1, it suffices to prove (125) for piT , jT q
replaced by pSN,1, SN,2q.
For any fixed i, j, the error term in applying Theorem 27 to SN
summed in t is Opn´3`ǫq, and hence may be ignored. Also, the sum
over ξ may be extended to all of Z2 with negligible error. This gives a
main term of
(130)
1
n2
ÿ
ξPZ2
e´2πi
ξ¨pi,jq
n exp
ˆ
´2π
2}ξ}22s2nN
n2
˙
“ 1
n2
θ s2nN
n2
ˆ
i
n
,
j
n
˙
.
It follows that uniformly in t, as nÑ8,
(131)
EPT
„
ψε
ˆˆ
iT
n
,
jT
n
˙
, t
˙
„ 1
n2
ÿ
pi,jqPpZ{nZq2
ψε
ˆ
i
n
,
j
n
˙
θ s2nN
n2
ˆ
i
n
,
j
n
˙
.
Since θ s2nN
n2
Ñ θt uniformly as nÑ8, the claim now follows by uniform
convergence. This completes the proof of the lower bound.
To prove the upper bound, note that, conditioned on SN,3, SN,1 and
SN,2 are independent of pH0, V0q, pSM,1, SM,2q and pE1, E2q. As in the
lower bound, drop the error terms from the limit in Theorem 27, since
these contribute measure op1q. Denote by S˜N the main term. Also,
we may restrict attention to S˜N,3 such that |S˜N,3 ´ 2Nµn| ď Avn for
a constant A, since the remaining part has measure op1q as A Ñ 8.
Since convolution with the remaining distributions can only decrease
the total variation distance, as can removing the conditioning, it suffices
to prove that, conditioned on any S˜N,3 which differs from its mean by
a bounded multiple of its variance, the distribution of pS˜N,1, S˜N,2q has
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distance from uniform bounded by the total variation distance of θtpxq
to uniform. This in fact follows from the convergence of the Fourier
series in Theorem 27.

Corollary 28. For T “ tcpuzn4tu, the expected number of pieces in
their original position is
(132) EPT
n2´1
r#tpiT , jT q “ pi0, j0qus “ θtp0q ` op1q
as nÑ 8.
Proof. By linearity of expectation, it suffices to consider a single initial
piece, say at position pi0, j0q, and to prove that
(133) Prob ppiT , jT q “ pi0, j0qq “ p1` op1qqθtp0q
n2
.
Use that, conditioned on SN,3, pSN,1, SN,2q are independent of pH0, V0q,
pSM,1, SM,2q, pE1, E2q, which, together, have a distribution bounded
with overwhelming probability by n
1
2
`ǫ. Since the density function of
pSN,1, SN,2q varies on a scale of order n, the claim now follows from
Theorem 27 for pSN,1, SN,2q. 
7. A coupling of several labeled pieces
A coupling of a Markov process pX , P q is a Markov process defined
on the product X ˆ X whose marginals are separately P . Given a
coupling tpXt, Ytqu, the coupling is said to coalesce if it has the property
that if Xs “ Ys then Xt “ Yt for all t ą s. The following theorem states
that the coupling time bounds the total variation mixing time.
Theorem 29 ([18], Theorem 5.2). Let tpXt, Ytqu be a coupling of
Markov chains which coalesce. Let X0 “ x and Y0 “ y be possibly
random initial states. Let τc be the first time that the chains coincide.
Then
(134) }P tpx, ¨q ´ P tpy, ¨q}TV ď Probpτc ą tq.
We now give the proof of Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 5. Assume for convenience that n is odd. Let P1, ...,Pd
be the labeled pieces of the first process with empty square Pe, and
let the corresponding pieces be P 11, ...,P
1
d and P
1
e on the second copy
of X “ Xd. The standard coupling of Pe and P 1e on pZ{nZq2 has
Pe and P
1
e move in opposite directions until either the horizontal and
vertical components coincide. Once this occurs, the direction which
coincides mirrors, while the other direction runs in the opposite direc-
tion until both coincide. The expected time to coincide is of the order
of the hitting time to 0 in simple random walk on Z{nZ, which is order
n2.
The coupling on Xd proceeds in the following steps.
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(1) Perform the standard coupling of Pe,P
1
e on pZ{nZq2 until they
coincide.
(2) Move Pe and P
1
e together until two pieces Pi,P
1
i have distance
Op1q and their center of mass in pZ{nZq is at distance Op1q from
them.
(3) Let Pe,P
1
e move independently until their center of mass is
the same as that of Pi and P
1
i.
(4) Move Pe,P
1
e in opposite directions, preserving their center of
mass, until Pi and P
1
i coincide.
* If either step 3 or 4 takes more than Op1q moves, skip to step
5.
(5) Repeat while there are pieces whose positions do not coincide.
As already mentioned, the expected time for step (1) is Opn2q. The
expected time for Pi and P
1
i to have distance Op1q can be estimated
as follows. By considering the hitting time of a reversible Markov chain
on pZ{nZq2, see Lemma 16, Pi and P 1i must move Opn2 lognq times
before their distance is Op1q. Once this is the case, there is a positive
probability that order 1 moves of either piece cause their center of mass
also to be at distance Op1q from them. The expected time between
moves is Opn2q. Hence step (2) takes time Opn4 lognq in expectation.
Notice that, while Pe and P
1
e move together in step (2), they do
not cause any pieces which already coincide to separate. Hence pieces
may separate only in steps (1), (3) and (4). Note that, following step
4, Pe and P
1
e have distance from each other which is Op1q, so they
meet in Op1q steps with probability bounded away from 0. In particu-
lar, there is a probability bounded below such that steps (3), (4) and
the next step of (1) are successful in Op1q moves. It follows that by
repeatedly running the algorithm, it completes in Opn4 lognq moves
with probability at least 1
2
. 
8. The mixing of several pieces, Proof of Theorem 2
The main result of this section improves the mixing time estimate for
the mixing of d squares and the empty square in Xd to Opn4q. Denote
the d2 norm on Xd by
(135) }f ´ g}2d2 “ |Xd|
˜ ÿ
xPXd
pfpxq ´ gpxqq2
¸
.
Let Pd be the transition matrix of the n
2 ´ 1 puzzle in Xd.
Theorem 30. The d2 mixing time of d marked squares together with
the empty square in the n2 ´ 1 puzzle is Opn4q.
Prior to giving the proof of Theorem 30 we show how the Theo-
rem implies the Poisson convergence in Theorem 2. We first note the
following spectral interpretation of the d2 distance to uniformity.
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Lemma 31. Let λ0 “ 1 ą λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ|Xd|´1 be the eigenvalues of Pd
on Xd. For any initial state y,
(136) }etyPNd ´ UXd}2d2 “
|Xd|´1ÿ
i“1
λ2Ni .
Remark. Since Pd is
1
5
-lazy, λ|Xd|´1 ě ´45 .
Proof. Let tviui be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors corresponding
to tλiui. We have, using that v0 “ 1?|Xd|
ř
xPXd ex,
(137)
|Xd|
ÿ
xPXd
ˇˇˇˇ
etyP
N
d ex ´
1
|Xd|
ˇˇˇˇ2
“ |Xd|
ÿ
xPXd
˜|Xd|´1ÿ
i“1
λNi xvi, exyxvi, eyy
¸2
.
Since the permutation group of the n2 ´ 1 puzzle acts transitively on
Xd, which is a representation space for a random walk on a group, this
is furthermore equal to
}etyPNd ´ UXd}2d2 “
ÿ
x,yPXd
˜|Xd|´1ÿ
i“1
λNi xvi, exyxvi, eyy
¸2(138)
“
|Xd|´1ÿ
i,j“1
λNi λ
N
j
ÿ
x,yPXd
xvi, exyxvj, exyxvi, eyyxvj, eyy
“
|Xd|´1ÿ
i“1
λ2Ni
in which, in the last line, we have used the orthogonality of the basis
texuxPXd . 
We now deduce the Poisson convergence in Theorem 2 from the
mixing time bound in Theorem 30.
Deduction of Theorem 2. Let πpiq denote the position of piece i. To
prove the convergence in the case fpnq Ñ 8 with n, since the Poisson
distribution is determined by its moments, it suffices that, for each
fixed d, for N “ n4fpnq, as nÑ 8,
(139)
Ed “
ÿ
1ďa1ăa2ă...ăadăn2
Eet
id
PN
n2´1
rπpa1q “ a1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ πpadq “ ads Ñ 1
d!
.
Let ax1,...,xd,x0 be the indicator function on Xd that P1 is in position
x1, ..., Pd is in position xd and Pe is in position x0, and let bx1,...,xd be
the indicator function that P1 is in position x1, ..., Pd is in position
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xd, neglecting the empty square. The expectation is the partial trace
(140) Ed “ 1
d!
ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
atx1,...,xd,pn,nqP
N
d bx1,...,xd.
Let λ0 “ 1 ą λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ|Xd|´1 ě ´45 be the eigenvalues of Pd with
orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions v0, ..., v|Xd|´1. Thus the partial
trace is equal to
(141) Ed “ 1
d!
|Xd|´1ÿ
i“0
λNi
ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
xax1,...,xd,pn,nq, viyxbx1,...,xd, viy.
The contribution of the constant eigenfunction v0 is
1
d!
, so it suffices
to bound the i ‰ 0 terms. To do so, first smooth out the ax1,...,xd,pn,nq
indicator function by convolving with Pd n
2 times, which has the effect
of randomizing the position of the empty square. Since Pd is self-
adjoint, this obtains
Ed ´ 1
d!
(142)
“ 1
d!
|Xd|´1ÿ
i“1
λN´n
2
i
ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqPXd
xP n2d ax1,...,xd,pn,nq, viyxbx1,...,xd, viy.
Bound, using Cauchy-Schwarz,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
xP n2d ax1,...,xd,pn,nq, viyxbx1,...,xd, viy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ(143)
ď
¨˝ ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
xP n2d ax1,...,xd,pn,nq, viy2‚˛
1
2
ˆ
¨˝ ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
xbx1,...,xd, viy2‚˛
1
2
.
Since the b functions are orthogonal and satisfy }bx1,...,xd}22 “ n2 ´ d
(there are n2 ´ d choices for the empty square), the second factor is of
order n. To handle the first factor, write ppx, yq for the probability un-
der P n
2
d of transitioning from px1, ..., xd, pn, nqq to py1, ..., yd, y0q. Since
the empty square is performing simple random walk, and the sup of
its distribution started from pn, nq after n2 steps is order 1
n2
, applying
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Cauchy-Schwarz a second time, then orthogonality,ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
C ÿ
py1,...,yd,y0qPXd
ppx, yqay, vi
G2
(144)
ď
ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
ÿ
yPXd
ppx, yqxay, viy2
! 1
n2
ÿ
yPXd
xay, viy2 ! 1
n2
.
The inequality in the last line holds since
(145)
ÿ
px1,...,xd,pn,nqqPXd
ppx, yq ! 1
n2
is the probability of the empty square transitioning from pn, nq to y0
ignoring the first d coordinates.
It follows that
(146)
ˇˇˇˇ
Ed ´ 1
d!
ˇˇˇˇ
! 1
d!
|Xd|´1ÿ
i“1
|λi|N´n2 .
If N
n4
Ñ 8 as nÑ8, this error term tends to 0 as nÑ8 by Theorem
30, while, in any case, it remains bounded.
Since Corollary 28 proves that the mean does not converge to 1 if
fpnq remains bounded, boundedness of the second moment in this case
guarantees that there is not convergence to Poisp1q.
Notice, also, that the claimed convergence in distribution for fpnq Ñ
8 proves that, for any fixed ǫ the total variation distance from station-
arity is bounded by ǫ in time Opn4q. Since the convergence to Poisp1q
does not occur if Opn4q steps are taken, there is not cut-off, which
proves Corollary 3.

8.1. Comparison and symmetrization. The remainder of this sec-
tion gives the proof of Theorem 30. This proof is performed by a
sequence of comparisons to increasingly symmetric chains.
Consider a symmetrized chain Pd,s on the enlarged state space Xd,s
which has states in which the positions of P1, ...,Pd are as before,
non-overlapping, but Pe is allowed to take any position on pZ{nZq2.
In addition, at most two of the Pi may overlap if the empty square
overlaps them as well. The transitions are as follows. If Pe does
not overlap any Pi then it transitions to one of its neighbors with
probability 1
10
and holds with probability 3
5
. If Pe overlaps a single
Pi then either Pi and Pe move to a neighbor each with probability
1
10
, Pe moves alone to any neighbor, each with probability
1
10
, or the
position holds with the remaining probability. If Pe overlaps Pi and
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Pj, either Pi or Pj but not both can move with Pe to a neighbor
each with probability 1
10
, or the position holds with probability 1
5
.
Aside from the reversibility, we note several further features of Xd,s,
which will be of use.
‚ The expected time of Pe at a square which it occupies alone is
5
2
, while the expected time at a square which it occupies with
another Pi is
5
4
.
‚ Conditioned to move at a given step, Pe performs simple ran-
dom walk on pZ{nZq2.
‚ Conditioned to move at a given step, each Pi performs simple
random walk on pZ{nZq2.
Let the Dirichlet form of Pd,s be Ed,s. A function f on Xd may be
extended to Xd,s by requiring that if x is a position at which Pe and
two Pi,Pj overlap, the value of f is equal to the average value of f at
the neighbors. If Pe and only one Pi overlap, then the value of f is
taken to be the average value found by moving only Pi to a neighbor.
Let the restricted Dirichlet form be E 1d,s.
Lemma 32. There is a fixed constant C, such that for any function f
on Xd,
(147) E 1d,spf, fq ď
C
|Xd|
ÿ
x‰yPXd,x„y
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2
where x „ y means that x and y differ in only a neighborhood of diam-
eter Op1q about the empty piece in x. Furthermore, there is a constant
Ad such that
(148) E 1d,spf, fq ď AdEdpf, fq
where Ed is the Dirichlet form of the original chain Pd.
In particular, if 1 “ λ0 ą λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ|Xd|´1 are the eigenvalues of
Pd and 1 “ λ0,s ą λ1,s ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λ|Xd,s|´1 are the eigenvalues of Ps,d then
there is a constant Bd ą 0 such that 1´ λi,s ď Bdp1´ λiq.
Proof. We have
|Xd,s|
|Xd| — 1, so the factor from the stationary measure
may be replaced with 1|Xd| .
If x P Xd,szXd then there is a neighborhood Nx of x, in which the
points differ from x only in a bounded neighborhood of the empty
square in x, and convex weights cx,y for y P Nx XXd such that fpxq “ř
yPNxXXd cx,yfpyq. By Cauchy-Schwarz,
pfpxq ´ fpzqq2 “
˜ ÿ
yPNxXXd
cx,ypfpyq ´ fpzqq
¸2
(149)
ď
ÿ
yPNxXXd
cx,ypfpyq ´ fpzqq2.
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If z R Xd then the process can be repeated again so that differences
of squares at points only in Xd are obtained. Since only bounded
neighborhoods are considered, the first claim is obtained.
Since if x, y P Xd differ only at points of bounded distance from
the empty square in x then there is a bounded length path under
the Markov kernel Pd from x to y. Since the transition kernels of
both chains are bounded from above and below by non-zero constants,
the stationary measures are equal up to constants, and the paths are
bounded length, it follows that E 1d,spf, fq ď AdEdpf, fq by Theorem 8.
To prove the second claim, by the minimax characterization of eigen-
values
1´ λi,s
(150)
“ max
#
min
Ed,spf, fq
}f}2
Xd,s
, f PW zt0u : W ă ℓ2pXd,sq, dimpWKq “ i
+
ď max
#
min
E 1d,spf, fq
}f}2
Xd
, f PW zt0u : W ă ℓ2pXdq, dimpWKq “ i
+
! max
#
min
Edpf, fq
}f}2
Xd
, f PW zt0u : W ă ℓ2pXdq, dimpWKq “ i
+
“ 1´ λi.

The spectral estimate of pXd,s, Pd,sq is performed as follows.
Definition 1. Let M ě 1 be a parameter. Say that a configuration in
Xd,s is M-well-spaced if the labeled pieces Pi and the empty square
are spaced by distance at least M in the ℓ8 metric. We use the abbre-
viations ws and nws for well-spaced and not-well-spaced.
The space Xd,s is split as the sum Xd,ws‘Xd,nws into sets of labeled
points which are M-well-spaced for some parameter M , or are M-
not-well-spaced. For another parameter M1, the operator P
M1n
2
d,s is
shown to act smoothly and approximately independently on the well-
spaced pieces, mapping the pieces to a neighborhood on a scale
?
M1
independently, up to constant factors. The operator PM2n
2
d,s is shown
to map essentially all of the mass from not-well-spaced points to well-
spaced points. Two cases are now considered. Given an eigenfunction
f , }f}2 “ 1, write f “ fws` fnws as a sum of well-spaced and not-well-
spaced points. If }fws}2 " 1 then estimate
(151) E
P
M1n
2
d,s
pf, fq ě 1
2|Xd,s|
ÿ
x,yws
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2PM1n2d,s px, yq.
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This Dirichlet form is then compared to a further symmetrized chain.
If }fnws}2 ě 1´ ǫ, use
(152)
A´
I ´ PM2n2d,s
¯
f, f
E
ě
A´
I ´ PM2n2d,s
¯
fnws, fnws
E
`Op}fws}2q.
Since PM2n
2
d,s moves most of the mass away from not-well-spaced points,
this is bounded below by a constant.
In order to prove these estimates we first demonstrate some concen-
tration estimates for simple random walk.
8.1.1. Concentration estimates. We use several concentration estimates
relating the number of times the empty square and labeled pieces move
and steps of the Markov chain. The exponential moment bounds used
in these estimates are recorded in Appendix A.
Lemma 33. Let EN,i be the number of times the empty square moves
under Pd,s, not counting holds, up to the N th move of piece i. There
is a constant c ą 0 such that, for λ ą 1, for N ě 1,
(153) Prob
´
|EN,i ´ ErEN,is| ą λ
?
Nn2 logn
¯
! e´cλ2 ` e´cλ
1
2N
1
4
.
Proof. After the initial move, consider the number of moves of the
empty piece prior to the next move of piece i. To describe this, first
flip a fair coin, and with probability 1
2
move piece i together with
Pe, so that the number of Pe moves alone is 0. With probability
1
2
Pe leaves piece i and now performs a return to piece i under simple
random walk. Thus the number of moves of Pe per move of piece i is a
sequence of random variables independent of the first number of moves,
and with distribution that is i.i.d. with expected number of moves of
order n2. Both this variable, and the length of the initial move, rescaled
by n2 log n, have exponentially decaying tail. The claim now follows by
treating the error from the initial move and later ones separately and
using the variant of Chernoff’s inequality in Lemma 44. 
Arguing as above, there is a constant c1 ą 0 such that, as N Ñ8,
(154) ErEN,is “ c1n2N `Opn2 lognq,
in which Opn2 log nq bounds the expected length of the first move. Con-
centration of the length of the renewal process implies concentration of
the number of renewals as follows.
Lemma 34. Let WM,i be the number of times piece i moves in M "
n2plognq12 moves of the empty square. There is a constant c ą 0, such
that, for 1 ă λ ă plognq2,
(155) Prob
´ˇˇ
c1n
2WM,i ´M
ˇˇ ą λ?Mn logn¯ ! e´cλ2 .
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Proof. The event WM,i ď k (piece i moves at most k times in the first
M moves of the empty square) is contained in Ek`1,i ě M ` 1 (the
number of moves of the empty square when piece i has moved k ` 1
times is at least M ` 1). Similarly, WM,i ě k is contained in Ek,i ďM .
Thus
Prob
´
|c1n2WM,i ´M | ą λ
?
Mn log n
¯
(156)
ď Prob
ˆ
Ek`1,i ěM ` 1 : k “ M
c1n2
´ λ
?
M
c1n
log n
˙
`Prob
ˆ
Ek,i ďM : k “ M
c1n2
` λ
?
M
c1n
log n
˙
.
We have ErEk,is “ c1n2k `Opn2 log nq and thus in the first case
(157) M ` 1´ ErEk`1,is “ λ
?
Mn logn `Opn2 log nq
while in the second case
(158) ErEk,is ´M “ λ
?
Mn logn `Opn2 log nq.
Thus, λ in the previous lemma can be taken to within constants in this
lemma. Since λ “ Opplognq2q while k — M
n2
, of the two bounds λ2 and
λ
1
2k
1
4 , the first is smaller. 
The following lemma bounds the maximum displacement of piece i
as it moves.
Lemma 35. Let Xi,1, Xi,2, Xi,3, ... be the sequence of moves of piece i
and let
(159) Σi,n “
nÿ
j“1
Xi,j
be its partial sum. We have, for T ă n, for some c ą 0, for λ ą 1,
(160) Prob
ˆ
max
1ďjďT
|Σi,j| ą λ
?
T
˙
! e´cλ2.
In particular, it holds with overwhelming probability that for any 1 ď
a ă b ď n3 that |Σi,b ´ Σi,a| ď
?
b´ a log n.
Proof. The distribution of the moves of piece i are those of simple
random walk. The claim now follows from Lemma 46 applied separately
to the x and y coordinates.
The last claim holds by making a union bound. 
Lemma 36. Let KN be the number of transitions of Pd,s when the
empty square has moved N times. For n2plog nq12 ! N ! n3, for
1 ă λ ď plog nq2, for some c ą 0,
(161) Prob
ˆˇˇˇˇ
KN ´ 5
2
N
ˇˇˇˇ
ą λ
?
N
˙
! e´cλ2 .
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Proof. By Lemma 34, piece imoves at most ! N
n2
times with probability
1 ´ Ope´cλ2q. It follows that we may assume that the empty piece is
moving from a position that it occupies alone on at leastN´Op N
n2
q of its
moves, by excluding a set of probability having the required measure.
The wait between moves when the empty square is on a position alone
is a geometric random variable of mean 5
2
. When it occupies a position
with another piece it is a geometric variable of mean 5
4
. The number
of transitions when the empty square overlaps another piece may be
absorbed into the claimed error, since with the claimed probability it
is bounded by O
´
Nplognq2
n2
¯
. By the variant of Chernoff’s inequality for
variables of exponentially decaying tails (Lemma 44) the claim follows,
since λ2 ď λ 12N 14 . 
Define a stopping time
(162) Tm “ mintk ě 1 : at step k Pe has moved m timesu.
Lemma 37. The following holds w.o.p.
Let plognq4 ă K ă n. For any t ě 0, given any initial position
xt P Xd,s, for any pi, jq at distance ą
?
K log n from each labeled piece
in xt, the number of steps of the chain which the empty square spends
at pi, jq between Tt and Tt`Kn2 is 52K `O
´
K
1
2 plog nq2
¯
.
Proof. Sampled at the times Tt, Tt`1, Tt`2, ... the empty square is per-
forming simple random walk. With probability 1`OApn´Aq, the first
visit of the stopped process to pi, jq is made in time Opn2plognq2q. Af-
ter the initial visit, the returns to pi, jq of the stopped process have
independent length, which is mean n2 and variance Opn4plog nq2q, and
has exponentially decaying tail when rescaled by n2 log n. It follows
that by the variant of Chernoff’s inequality in Lemma 44 that, w.o.p.
between Tt and Tt`Kn2 the number of visits of the stopped process to
pi, jq is K `OpK 12 plog nq2q.
By Lemma 34, the number of times that each labeled piece moves
between Tt and Tt`Kn2 is w.o.p. bounded by a constant times K. Also,
w.o.p. the maximum displacement of any labeled piece is, by Lemma
35, ! ?K logn.
On the empty piece’s visits to position pi, jq, the holding time is
a geometric random variable of mean 5
2
if pi, jq is unoccupied and of
mean 5
4
if the position is occupied by a labeled piece. Keep separate
lists of geometric random variables for unoccupied and occupied moves.
By the variant of Chernoff’s inequality for geometric random variables,
the sum of the first K ´ CK 12 plognq2 geometric random variables at
pi, jq when pi, jq is unoccupied is at least 5
2
K ´ OpK 12 plognq2q w.o.p.
Similarly, the sum of the first K ` CK 12 plog nq2 geometric random
variables at pi, jq when pi, jq is unoccupied is 5
2
K`OpK 12 plog nq2q w.o.p.
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By a union bound, w.o.p. between Tt and Tt`Kn2 , no pi, jq which has
distance at least
?
K log n from the position of a labeled piece in xt is
occupied by a labeled piece during the time interval, and the number
of transitions of the Markov chain with the empty square at pi, jq is
5
2
K `OpK 12 plog nq2q.

8.2. Spectral estimates. Recall the heat kernel
(163) Ht “ e´t
8ÿ
k“0
tkP kd,s
k!
“
ÿ
λPσpPd,sq
etpλ´1qvλvtλ.
Let φ be a smooth bump function, φ ě 0, ş φ “ 1, supppφq Ă r1, 2s,
and define
Φt “
ż 2
1
φpsqHtsds,(164)
Φt “
ÿ
λPσpPd,sq
vλv
t
λφˆptp1´ λqq
where φˆpzq “ ş2
1
φpsqe´szds is the Laplace transform. Write
(165) Φt “
ÿ
k
ωt pkqP kd,s.
The definition of ωtpkq may be extended to a function of a non-
negative real variable k via the integral representation,
(166) ωtpkq “
ż 2
1
φpsqe
´stpstqk
Γpk ` 1qds.
In Appendix A the following lemma is proved regarding the weights
ωtpkq.
Lemma 38. The function ωtpkq satisfies ωtpkq ! 1t and the first dis-
crete derivative satisfies
(167) |Dωtpkq| ! 1
t2
.
For each fixed ǫ ą 0, for some c ą 0,
(168) 1´
ÿ
p1´ǫqtďkďp2`ǫqt
ωtpkq ! e´cǫt.
We also use the following distributional result.
Lemma 39. Let Xi,m be the displacement of piece i after it has moved
m times. The joint distribution of
(169) Xm “ pX1,m, ..., Xd,mq
is the same as that of d independent simple random walks on pZ{nZq2
of length m.
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Proof. Introduce an auxilliary step in each step of the dynamics which
chooses, with some probabilities, that the position holds or moves,
and which pieces move. With this intermediate step it is possible to
stop the chain prior to the jth time that piece i moves, which is then
independent of all prior moves of the pieces and has the distribution
of nearest neighbor simple random walk. The claim in general now
follows by induction, conditioning on the first piece that moves. 
The following lemma controls the part of the spectrum localized near
not-well-spaced points.
Lemma 40. Let M “ expp?log nq and let t “M5n2. If }f}2 “ 1 and
f is supported on M-not-well-spaced points, then |f tΦtf | ă 12 .
Proof. By the concentration estimate in Lemma 38, for some fixed ǫ ą
0,
(170) Φt “
ÿ
p1´ǫqtďkďp2`ǫqt
ωtpkqP kd,s ` E
where }E}2Ñ2 is Ope´cǫtq. By Lemma 36 the total number of times the
empty square moves is w.o.p. between p1´ ǫq2
5
t and p2` ǫq2
5
t.
LetK “M 52 plog nq2 and letmj “ p1´ǫq25t`jKn2 formj ď p2`ǫq25t,
and consider the stopping times Tmj . By Lemma 34, w.o.p., for each
j, the number of times Pi moves up to time Tmj , is
(171)
ˆp1´ ǫq2
5
t
c1n2
` jK
c1
˙
`O
´
M
5
2 plog nq2
¯
.
Consider the joint distribution, with m “ p1´ǫq 25 t
c1n2
` jK
c1
,
(172) Ddm “ pX1,m, X2,m, ..., Xd,mq
where Xi,m is the displacement from its initial position of Pi after
it has moved m times. By Lemma 39, Ddm has the distribution of d
independent simple random walks on pZ{nZq2 of m steps. By the local
limit theorem on Z2d, a Gaussian approximation to the density of Ddm
holds for points at distance ! m 12`ǫ from 0, outside of which the density
has mass OApn´Aq.
By considering the distribution of simple random walk, see Lemma
46, the maximum displacement of piece Pi during O
´
M
5
2 plog nq2
¯
moves is w.o.p. O
´
M
5
4 plognq2
¯
. Between Tmj and Tmj`1 , w.o.p. each
piece i moves K
c1
`Op?K log nq times, and hence w.o.p. the maximum
displacement during this interval is O
´
K
1
2 log n
¯
“ O
´
M
5
4 plog nq2
¯
.
By Lemma 37, between Tmj and Tmj`1 the number of times the
empty square visits each point px, yq P pZ{nZq2 at distance at least?
K log n from the positions of the labeled pieces at time Tmj , is w.o.p.,
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K ` OpK 12 plog nq2q. Since Tmj “ 52mj ` O
´
m
1
2
j plog nq2
¯
w.o.p., and
thus, by the derivative estimate in Lemma 38, for all k P rTmj , Tmj`1s,
outside a set of measure OApn´Aq,
(173) ωtpkq “ ωt
ˆ
5
2
mj
˙
`O
¨˝
m
1
2
j plog nq2
t2
‚˛.
Summed in k P rp1 ´ ǫqt, p2 ` ǫqts the error introduced in Φt by this
approximation is bounded by O
`
logn
t
˘
in the 2 Ñ 2 operator norm.
Dropping this error, the contribution to Φt over this interval is as-
ymptotic to the joint distribution of independent Gaussians times the
uniform measure on pZ{nZq2 for the empty square outside a set in
which the empty square is near a labeled piece, when the Gaussians
are sampled on scales larger than O
´
M
5
4 plognq2
¯
.
Given a fixed point x which is not-well-spaced, the probability that
etxΦt is not-well-spaced is bounded by the sum of the probabilities that
any pair of pieces is spaced by at most M , which in turn is bounded by
the probability that any pair are spaced by at most O
´
M
5
4 plog nq2
¯
.
This can be estimated at the given scale, and is bounded by the ratio
of the area of a circle of radius M
5
4 plog nq2 to the area of a circle of
radius M
5
2 , which is !M´ 52`ǫ.
By Cauchy-Schwarz,
|f tΦtf | “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
x,y
fpxqfpyqΦtpx, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ(174)
ď
˜ ÿ
x,y nws
fpxq2Φtpx, yq
¸ 1
2
˜ ÿ
x,y nws
fpyq2Φtpx, yq
¸ 1
2
!M´ 52`ǫ.

The following lemma is used for comparison in the spectrum concen-
trated on well-spaced points.
Lemma 41. Let M “ expp?log nq and t “ M2n2. For any C ą 0
there is a δpCq ą 0 such that if x, y are M-well-spaced and if the
labeled pieces of y are at distance at most CM from those in x then
(175) Φtpx, yq ě δ
n2M2d
.
Proof. It suffices to prove the claim for
(176) Ψ˜t “
ÿ
kě0
ωtpTkqP Tkd,s
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which satisfies Ψ˜t ď Φt. In fact we will prove the claim for
(177) Ψt “
ÿ
p1´ǫq 2
5
tďkďp2`ǫq 2
5
t
ωt
ˆ
5
2
k
˙
P Tkd,s.
Notice that, w.o.p., for all p1 ´ ǫq2
5
t ď k ď p2 ` ǫq2
5
t, Tk “ 52k `
Op?k log nq, so that this may be assumed. Under this assumption,
the error in replacing Tk with
5
2
k in ωt is O
´?
k logn
t2
¯
. Meanwhile, for
each pi, jq, for each k in the interval, the probability that the empty
square has position pi, jq in P Tkd,s is O
`
1
n2
˘
, so that the error introduced
in estimating Ψtpx, yq is O
´?
k logn
tn2
¯
, which is negligible compared to
the claimed main term. Let X1, X2, ... be the steps of the stopped
Markov process started from x and taking steps each time the empty
square moves. Throughout this argument, for a vector y of length 2d,
y1 indicates y ˆ tp0, 0qu.
The proof is by an induction on scales. Let
(178) M2 “ K1 ą K2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Kr ą plognq21
be a sequence of scales, Ki`1 “ K
1
2
i plog nq10. We have r “ Oplog lognq.
We prove the following pair of statements, followed by a perturbation
argument. Let M
1
2 plog nq3 ď R1 ď CM . There is a constant c ą 0
such that, for all y P Z2d, }y}2 ď CM , for all pi, jq P pZ{nZq2,
(179) Prob
`
etxΨt P x` y1 ` r´R1, R1s2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘ ě c R2d1
n2M2d
,
and, for 1 ă h ď r, for K
1
4
h plog nq3 ď Rh ď CM ,
Prob
`
etxΨt P x` y1 ` r´Rh, Rhs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘
(180)
ě c
ˆ
1´O
ˆ
h
log n
˙˙
R2dh
n2M2d
.
Note that r ! log logN , so that the error term is op1q.
To start the induction and prove (179), let
(181) mj “ p1´ ǫqt ` jMn2plog nq2, mj ď p2` ǫqt
and argue as in the proof of Lemma 40 to conclude that w.o.p., for
each j the number of moves of piece i up to time Tmj is
(182)
ˆp1´ ǫq2
5
t
c1n2
` jMplog nq
2
c1
˙
`OpMplog nq2q.
Let m “
´ p1´ǫq 2
5
t
c1n2
` jMplognq2
c1
¯
. With overwhelming probability, the
distribution at Tmj differs from D
d
m by OpM
1
2 plognq2q and this remains
true of Tk for mj ď k ď mj`1. Since at the times of the stopped
process Tmj , Tmj`1, ... the empty piece is performing simple random
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walk independent of the position at Tmj , w.o.p. the number of visits to
each position on pZ{nZq2 is Mplog nq2`Op?Mplog nq3q. In particular,
for Tmj ď k ď Tmj`1 , w.o.p.
(183) ωt
ˆ
5k
2
˙
“ ωt
ˆ
5
2
mj
˙
`O
ˆ
Mplog nq2
t2
˙
.
Summed in p1´ ǫqt ď k ď p2 ` ǫqt, the error introduced in the weight
is O
´
plognq2
t
¯
. Since for p1 ´ ǫqt ď k ď p2 ` ǫqt, etxP Tkey ! 1n2 due
to the equidistribution of the empty square, the error introduced in
estimating etxΨtey is ! plognq
2
tn2
, which may be ignored.
Since Ddm has an approximately joint independent Gaussian distri-
bution with standard deviation of orderM , for any pi, jq P pZ{nZq2, for
any x which isM-well-spaced, for any }y}2 ď CM , for anyM 12 plognq3 ď
R ď CM ,
(184) Prob
`
etxΨt P x` y1 ` r´R,Rs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘ — R2d
n2M2d
.
For the inductive step, to prove (180), assume that for allK
1
4
h´1plognq3 ď
R ď CM , for all }y}2 ď CM , for all pi, jq P pZ{nZq2,
Prob
`
etxΨt P x` y1 ` r´R,Rs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘
(185)
ě c
ˆ
1´O
ˆ
h ´ 1
log n
˙˙
R2d
n2M2d
.
Let p1´ǫq2
5
t ď m ď p2`ǫq2
5
t. Let Ym,h be the conditional change in the
position of the pieces from stopping time Tm´Khn2 to Tm, conditioned
on the position at Tm´Khn2 . Conditioned on the position at Tm´Khn2 ,
the number of times each piece Pi moves between Tm´Khn2 and Tm is,
by Lemma 34,
(186)
Kh
c1
`O
´
K
1
2
h plog nq2
¯
w.o.p.. It follows as before that the difference from the distribution
of Kh
c1
steps of independent simple random walk in each coordinate
is O
´
K
1
4
h plognq2
¯
w.o.p.. Given K
1
4
h plognq3 ď Rh ď K
1
4
h´1plog nq3,
let Rh´1 “ K
1
4
h´1plog nq3 and let Sh´1 be a set of points in Z2d such
that the offsets ty ` r´Rh´1, Rh´1s2d : y P Sh´1u tile the
b
Kh
c1
logn
neighborhood of 0 in Z2d. Now calculate, conditioning on the location
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of Xk´Khn2 ,
Prob
`
etxΨt P x` y1 ` r´Rh, Rhs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘(187)
“
ÿ
k
ωt
ˆ
5k
2
˙
Prob
`
Xk P x` y1 ` r´Rh, Rhs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘
ě
ÿ
ysPSh´1
ÿ
k
ωt
ˆ
5k
2
˙
Prob
´
Xk P x` y1 ` r´Rh, Rhs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
ˇˇˇ
Xk´Khn2 P x` y1 ` y1s ` r´Rh´1, Rh´1s2d ˆ pZ{nZq2
¯
ˆProb `Xk´Khn2 P x` y1 ` y1s ` r´Rh´1, Rh´1s2d ˆ pZ{nZq2˘ .
For each fixed pℓ,mq P pZ{nZq2 and for any z P y`ys`r´Rh´1, Rh´1s2d,
by the conditional distribution argument above,
Prob
´
Xk P x` y1 ` r´Rh, Rhs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
ˇˇˇ
Xk´Khn2 “ x` z1 ˆ tpℓ,mqu
¯(188)
“ OApn´Aq `
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
log n
˙˙ p2Rhq2d
n2
´
2πKh
c1
¯d exp
˜
´}ys}
2
2
2Kh
c1
¸
.
The factor of
´
1`O
´
1
logn
¯¯
accounts for two errors. First, the dis-
tribution of Ym,h agrees with D
d
m up to an error of size O
´
Rh
logn
¯
, and
hence, adding or subtracting a boundary strip of length O
´
Rh
logn
¯
to the
rectangle rRh, Rhs2d and dropping the error in the distribution gives an
upper bound or lower bound for the measure. Second, z differs from
y ` ys by O pRh´1q, while the points in the rectangle differ from y by
OpRhq. Also, }ys}2 !
b
Kh
c1
logn. Since
(189)
exp
ˆ
´}x` ε}
2
2
2σ2
˙
“ exp
ˆ
´}x}
2
2
2σ2
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ}x}2}ε}2 ` }ε}22
σ2
˙˙
when }x}2}ε}2, }ε}22 ď σ2, applying this with σ2 “ Khc1 , x “ ys and}ε}2 “ OpRh´1q obtains a relative error of
(190) 1`O
ˆ
Rh´1 logn?
Kh
˙
“ 1`O
¨˝
K
1
4
h´1plognq4
K
1
4
h´1plognq5
‚˛“ 1`Oˆ 1
log n
˙
.
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It follows that,
Prob
`
etxΨt P x` y1 ` r´Rh, Rhs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘`OApn´Aq
(191)
ě
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
log n
˙˙ ÿ
ysPSh´1
ÿ
k
ωt
ˆ
5k
2
˙ p2Rhq2d
n2
´
2πKn
c1
¯d exp
˜
´}ys}
2
2
2Kh
c
¸
ˆProb `Xk´Khn2 P x` y1 ` y1s ` r´Rh´1, Rh´1s2d ˆ pZ{nZq2˘ .
The error in replacing ωt
`
5k
2
˘
with ωt
´
5pk´Khn2q
2
¯
may be removed as
before. Subject to }y ` ys}2 ď CM , which can be accomplished by
requiring }y}2 ď
´
1´O
´
M´
1
2
¯¯
CM and adjusting C at the end,
invoking the inductive assumption,
Prob
`
etxΨt P x` y1 ` r´Rh, Rhs2d ˆ tpi, jqu
˘`OApn´Aq(192)
ě
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
log n
˙˙ ÿ
ysPSh´1
p2Rhq2d
n2
´
2πKn
c1
¯d exp
˜
´}ys}
2
2
2Kh
c
¸
ˆ c
ˆ
1´O
ˆ
h ´ 1
log n
˙˙
R2dh´1
M2d
.
Since the points ys are 2Rh´1 spaced, the sum over these points can be
replaced with an integral, with another relative error of
´
1`O
´
1
logn
¯¯
.
Doing so obtains the inductive step.
The argument is now completed by a perturbation argument which
reduces from the scale plog nq21, to scale Op1q. Throughout this argu-
ment, let ǫ ą 0 be a constant which can be taken arbitrarily small. Let
w be a word of length m beginning at x, ending at y with the labeled
pieces of x and y separated by at most CM . Let B be a large fixed
constant and consider the last plog nqB steps at which piece i moves.
By concentration considerations, the difference in left/right moves and
up/down moves is, w.o.p. bounded by plog nqB2 `Op1q. By Lemma 33
w.o.p. the empty square moves c1n
2plog nqB `O
´
n2plog nqB2 `2
¯
times
over this interval. In the final c1n
2plognqB ` Cn2plog nqB2 `2 moves of
the empty square, w.o.p. it visits the M ǫ neighborhood of position of
Pi at the beginning of the interval
(193) OpM2ǫplognqBq
times. Let t1, t2, ... be the traversals between the M
ǫ neighborhood of
the original position of Pi and the boundary of the ǫM neighborhood
and let r1, r2, ... be the traversals in the opposite direction. In each
traversal ti, ri identify a segment t
1
i, r
1
i beginning at the first point that
the empty square reaches the boundary of the ǫ
2
M neighborhood of the
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initial Pi position and continuing for
ǫ
4
M moves of Pe. With over-
whelming probability, each of the segments t1i, r
1
i has
ǫ
8
M`OpM 12 log nq
moves of the empty square of each type U,D, L,R.
Make a right perturbation by choosing a uniform letter L in the
moves of Pi at random and flipping it to R. In all traversals following
this change, in outgoing traversals t1i choose a uniform R and flip it to
L, while in ingoing traversals r1i choose a uniform L and flip it to R.
Thus in themǫ neighborhood of Pi, the relative position of Pe to Pi is
unchanged from the original word, while outside the ǫM neighborhood,
the relative position of Pe to the remaining labeled pieces is unchanged
from the original word. In particular, the event of Pe overlapping a
labeled piece is unchanged, so the probability of the perturbed word
and the original word are equal. Thus to estimate the measure of the
shifted word, it suffices to estimate the relative measure of the number
of unperturbed words to their image.
In any word segment in which a letter L, say, is being swapped to a
letter R, let nL and nR be the relative frequencies. The chance that a
given letter L is swapped is 1
nL
. Having made a swap, the number of
subwords in the preimage of the swap is nR ` 1, since there are nR ` 1
choices of letters to swap back. This introduces a factor of nR`1
nL
in the
relative measures. In swapping the moves of piece i, this factor is 1 `
O
ˆ
1
plognqB2 `Op1q
˙
. In each traversal, this factor is 1`O
´
logn
M
1
2
¯
. Taking
account of the OpM2ǫplognqBq traversals obtains a relative error in the
measures of 1 ` O
ˆ
1
plog nqB2 `Op1q
` plognqB`1
M
1
2
´2ǫ
˙
. Iterating this argument
Oplognq21 times swapping different combinations of letters proves that
the measure is uniform down to scale Op1q. To obtain the claim for
every point rather than at scale Op1q, swap a hold at piece i for an R
instead.

Proof of Theorem 30. To prove that the d2 mixing time of pXd, Pdq is
Opn4q, by Lemma 31 it suffices to prove that for each ǫ ą 0 there is
c ą 0 such that, as nÑ8,
(194) lim sup
nÑ8
ÿ
1‰λPσpPdq
|λ|cn4 ă ǫ.
Note that, as Pd is
1
5
-lazy, λ ě ´4
5
. Since for fixed d the space grows
only polynomially in n, it suffices to restrict attention to the part of
the spectrum satisfying λ ě 1´O ` logn
n4
˘
.
By Lemma 32 it suffices to show instead that for the symmetrized
chain pXd,s, Pd,sq, for each ǫ ą 0 there is a c ą 0 such that, as nÑ8,
(195) lim sup
nÑ8
ÿ
1‰λPσpPd,sq
|λ|cn4 ă ǫ,
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since the ith eigenvalue λi of Pd is bounded in terms of the ith eigen-
value λi,s of Pd,s by 1 ´ λi " 1 ´ λi,s. Again we may restrict attention
to eigenvalues of Pd,s which satisfy λ ě 1´O
`
logn
n4
˘
.
Let f be a unit eigenfunction of Pd,s with eigenvalue λ and write f “
fws` fnws as a component which is M “ expp
?
log nq well-spaced, plus
a component which is not-well-spaced. We first reduce to considering
eigenfunctions f for which }fws}2 " 1.
Suppose }fnws}2 ě 1´ ǫ. By Lemma 40, with t “M5n2
xpI ´ Φtqf, fy “ xpI ´ Φtqfnws, fnwsy `O
`?
ǫ
˘
(196)
ě 1
2
`O `?ǫ˘ .
It follows that, if ǫ is sufficiently small, φˆptp1 ´ λqq is bounded away
from 1, and hence p1 ´ λq " 1
t
. Since 1
t
grows compared to logn
n4
, this
part of the spectrum may be ignored.
Now suppose }fws}2 " 1 and set t “M2n2. Bound
EΦt pf, fq “
1
2|Xd,s|
ÿ
x,y
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2Φtpx, yq(197)
ě 1
2|Xd,s|
ÿ
x,yws
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2Φtpx, yq.
Call this quadratic form EΦt,ws.
Let Pd,CM be the symmetrized Markov chain introduced in Section
2.1 with state space ppZ{nZq2qd`1 with d labeled pieces and one empty
square. The chain holds with probability 1
2
, and otherwise, indepen-
dently, the empty square maps to a uniform random point, while each
labeled point maps to a uniform point in its ℓ8 distance CM neigh-
borhood. Embed the well-spaced points of Xd,s in ppZ{nZq2qd`1 and
extend fws to a function f on ppZ{nZq2qd`1 by letting the value of f
at a not-well-spaced point x be the average value over all well-spaced
points whose ℓ8 distance from x is at most CM . Let E 1d,CMpfws, fwsq “
Ed,CMpf, fq be the value at the extension.
When y is not-well-spaced, let fpyq “ řxws cx,yfpxq. By Cauchy-
Schwarz, for any z such that Pd,CMpy, zq ‰ 0,
pfpyq ´ fpzqq2 “
˜ÿ
xws
cx,ypfpxq ´ fpzqq
¸2
(198)
ď
ÿ
xws
cpx, yqpfpxq ´ fpzqq2.
This argument may be repeated again with z replacing y if z is not-
well-spaced. Notice that after making these replacements, the points
appearing in the differences have labeled points at ℓ8 distance at most
3M . Since the fraction of M-not-well-spaced points to M-well-spaced
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points in a rectangle of sidelength CM tends to 0 as C Ñ8, it follows
that, as C Ñ8, řy cx,y Ñ 0. Hence it follows that
(199) E 1d,CMpfws, fwsq !
1
|Xd,CM |
ÿ
x,yws
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2Pd,3CMpx, yq.
Since
|Xd,CM |
|Xd,s| — 1 this factor may be ignored. By Lemma 41,
(200)ÿ
x,yws
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2Pd,3CMpx, yq !
ÿ
x,yws
pfpxq ´ fpyqq2ΦM2n2px, yq.
By minimax,
1´ λi,d “ max
"
min
EPd,CM pf, fq
}f}22
, f PW zt0u : dimpWKq “ i
*
(201)
! max
#
min
E 1Pd,CM pf, fq
}f}22
, f P W zt0u, f ws : dimpWKq “ i
+
! max
"
min
EΦt,wspfws, fwsq
}fws}22
, f PW zt0u : dimpWKq “ i
*
ď max
"
min
EΦ
M2n2
pf, fq
}fws}22
, f P W zt0u : dimpWKq “ i
*
.
Subject to the further constraint that λi,s ě 1 ´ O
`
1
M5n2
˘
we may
assume that }fi,ws}22 " 1, so that, using that the ith eigenvalue of Φt is
φˆpM2n2p1´ λi,sqq,
(202) 1´ λi,d ! 1´ φˆpM2n2p1´ λi,sqq,
or 1´ λi,s " 1´λi,dn2M2 .
By Lemma 42, uniformly in n, as cÑ 8,
(203)
ÿ
1‰λPσpPd,CM q
|λ|c n
2
C2M2 Ñ 0
as cÑ 8. Thus
(204)
ÿ
1‰λPσpPd,sq
|λ|cn4 Ñ 0
as cÑ 8, uniformly in n.

9. The mixing time upper bound, Proof of Theorem 4
Let Gn “ Sn2´1 ˆ pZ{nZq2 (n odd) or Gn “ An2´1 ˆ pZ{nZq2 (n
even) be the n2 ´ 1 group. Consider the symmetric set
(205) S “ tRc, Lc, Uc,Dc, c : c “ pc3, idq, c3 a 3-cycleu
and let µS be its uniform probability measure.
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Lemma 42. The measure µS has d2 mixing time on Gn of order
Opn2 log nq.
Proof. Since this is a symmetric random walk on a group, by Plancherel,
(206) }µ˚NS ´ UGn}2d2 “
ÿ
1‰λPσpPS q
λ2N ,
where PS is the transition kernel of the random walk.
Let ρ “ ρ1 b ρ2 be an irreducible representation of Gn, so that ρ1
is an irreducible representation of Sn or An and ρ2 is a character of
pZ{nZq2. Thus dim ρ1 b ρ2 “ dim ρ1. We have
µˆSpρ1 b ρ2q “ ExPtR,L,U,D,idu rρ1 b ρ2pxqsEc3 3 cycle rρ1pc3qs(207)
“ χρ1pcq
dρ1
ExPR,L,U,D,idrρ1 b ρ2pxqs.
where χρ1pcq is the character of ρ1 at a 3-cycle, and dρ1 is the dimension.
When ρ1 b ρ2 is one dimensional, but not trivial, ρ1 is the identity
on 3-cycles, so that in this case, |µˆSpρ1 b ρ2q| ď 1 ´ cn2 . When ρ2 is
not the trivial representation, this follows by bounding the spectrum
of simple random walk on the torus, while when ρ2 is trivial, since ρ1
is not, use that ρ1pidq “ 1 while ρ1pRq “ ´1. Since there are Opn2q
one dimensional representations, this part of the spectrum is mixed in
Opn2 log nq steps.
When ρ1 has dimension dρ1 ą 1, χρ1pcqdρ1 is the eigenvalue, with multi-
plicity dρ1 of the 3-cycle walk in An2´1 in this representation. There are
now n2 representations having the same ρ1 factor corresponding to the
choices for ρ2, each having their spectrum bounded in size by
ˇˇˇ
χρ1 pcq
dρ1
ˇˇˇ
.
Since the spectral gap of the 3-cycle walk is of order 1
n2
, an arbitrary
factor of n2 in the multiplicity can be saved by increasing the constant
in the mixing time of order n2 log n for the 3-cycle walk. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Cauchy-Schwarz, the total variation distance
is bounded by half the d2 distance. Also, since the n
2 ´ 1 puzzle is a
symmetric random walk on a group, the ǫ|G|´ℓ8 mixing time is bounded
by a constant times the d2 mixing time. Thus we only estimate the d2
mixing time.
We have
(208) }etidPNn2´1 ´ UGn}2d2 “
ÿ
1‰λPσpP
n2´1q
λ2N .
Let 1 “ λ0,n2´1 ą λ1,n2´1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ be the eigenvalues of Pn2´1, and
let 1 “ λ0,S ą λ1,S ě ¨ ¨ ¨ be the eigenvalues of the transition kernel
associated to the symmetric generating set µS above.
Note that the commutator URDL is a 3-cycle which leaves the empty
space fixed. Any other 3-cycle may be obtained by finding a word w
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of length Opnq which shifts any 3 pieces i, j, k into the positions cycled
by URDL and performing w´1URDLw, which again leaves the empty
square fixed, and cycles i, j, k. It follows that each element of S can be
obtained as a word in Opnq letters on generators, so A in Theorem 10
may be taken Opn2q. In particular, 1´ λi,n2´1 " 1n2 p1´ λi,Sq.
As Pn2´1 is 15-lazy, the negative eigenvalues are bounded below by
´4
5
, and since the purported mixing time Opn4 log nq is large compared
to log |Gn| “ Opn2 log nq, the negative eigenvalues may be ignored when
bounding the d2 mixing time. Thus by comparison, the d2 mixing time
is bounded by a constant times A times the d2 mixing time for S, and
hence is Opn4 log nq, as wanted. 
Appendix A. Concentration inequalities
We use several exponential moment estimates which are variants of
Chernoff’s inequality, see [21].
Lemma 43 (Chernoff’s inequality). Let X1, X2, ..., Xn be i.i.d. random
variables satisfying |Xi ´ErXis| ď 1 for all i. Set X :“ X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn
and let σ :“aVarpXq. For any λ ą 0,
(209) Prob pX ´ ErXs ě λσq ď max
´
e´
λ2
4 , e
´λσ
2
¯
.
The following variant handles random variables which have exponen-
tially decaying tails.
Lemma 44. Let X1, X2, ..., Xn be i.i.d. non-negative random variables
of variance σ2, σ ą 0, satisfying the tail bound, for some c ą 0 and for
all Z ą 0, ProbpX1 ą Zq ! e´cZ. Let X “ X1`X2` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn. Then
for any λ ą 1, for c1 “
?
cσ
2
,
(210) Prob
`|X ´ ErXs| ě λσ?n˘ ! e´λ216 ` ne´c1λ 12 n 14 .
Proof. Let Z be a parameter, Z " n 14 . Let X 1i be Xi conditioned on
Xi ď Z. Let µ1 “ ErX 1is. Let X2i “ Xi ¨ 1pXi ď Zq ` µ1 ¨ 1pXi ą Zq
and X2 “ X21 `X22 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `X2n. We have
ErXi ¨ 1pXi ě Zqs “ ´
ż 8
Z
xdProbpXi ě xq(211)
“ ZProbpXi ě Zq `
ż 8
Z
ProbpXi ě xqdx
! Ze´cZ `
ż 8
Z
e´cxdx ď
ˆ
Z ` 1
c
˙
e´cZ .
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Thus, for some c1 ą 0, ErX2s “ ErXs `Opne´c1Zq. Also,
VarpXiq “ ErpXi ´ ErXisq2s(212)
ě ErpXi ´ ErXisq21pXi ď Zqs
ě ErpXi ´ µ1q21pXi ď Zqs
“ VarpX2i q.
Since |X2i | ď Z, for all n sufficiently large, applying Chernoff’s inequal-
ity,
Probp|X ´ ErXs| ą λσ?nq ď
nÿ
i“1
ProbpX2i ‰ Xiq
(213)
`Prob
ˆ
|X2 ´ ErX2s| ą λ
2
σ
?
n
˙
! ne´cZ ` 2max
´
e´
λ2
16 , e´
λσ
?
n
4Z
¯
.
To optimize the exponents, choose Z2 “ λσ
?
n
4c
to obtain the claim. 
The following variant of Chernoff’s inequality gives a sharper tail
bound.
Lemma 45. Let p P r0, 1s. Let X1, ..., Xn be i.i.d. with ProbpXi “
1 ´ pq “ p, ProbpXi “ ´pq “ 1 ´ p. Let X “ X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Xn. Then
for any λ ą 0,
(214) Probp|X| ą λq ă 2e´2λ2{n.
The maximum of a random walk can be controlled via the reflection
principle, see e.g. [21].
Lemma 46. Let ǫ “ ˘1 with equal probability and let ǫ1, ..., ǫn be
independent samples of ǫ. Then, for any λ ą 0,
(215) Prob
˜
max
j
jÿ
i“1
ǫi ą λ
¸
“ 2Prob
˜
nÿ
i“1
ǫi ą λ
¸
.
Combining the previous two lemmas, it follows that
(216) Prob
˜
max
j
jÿ
i“1
ǫi ą λ
¸
ď 2e´λ2{p2nq.
Recall that the time t heat kernel associated to a Markov matrix P
is Ht “ e´t
ř8
k“1
tkP k
k!
. The heat kernel is concentrated near k “ t, as
the following lemma shows.
Lemma 47. Given ǫ ą ´1 let
(217) fpǫq “ p1` ǫq logp1` ǫq ´ ǫ.
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Then for 0 ă ǫ ă 1,
(218) e´t
ÿ
kďp1´ǫqt
tk
k!
ď expp´fp´ǫqtq,
and for ǫ ą 0,
(219) e´t
ÿ
kěp1`ǫqt
tk
k!
ď expp´fpǫqtq.
Proof. To estimate the first sum, note that
(220) 1 “ e´tp1´ǫq
ÿ
k
p1´ ǫqktk
k!
ě etǫp1´ ǫqp1´ǫqte´t
ÿ
kďp1´ǫqt
tk
k!
.
Thus the first sum is bounded by expp´fp´ǫqtq. To estimate the second
sum, bound
(221) 1 “ e´tp1`ǫq
ÿ
k
p1` ǫqktk
k!
ě e´tǫp1` ǫqp1`ǫqte´t
ÿ
kěp1`ǫqt
tk
k!
.
Thus the second sum is bounded by expp´fpǫqtq. 
Since fpǫq “ ǫ2
2
`Opǫ3q as ǫÑ 0, the previous lemma shows that the
heat kernel is concentrated about k “ t ` Op?tq. The following more
precise estimate follows from Stirling’s approximation.
Lemma 48. As k Ñ8, for |t´ k| ă k 23 ,
(222) e´t
tk
k!
“ e
´ pt´kq2
2k?
2πk
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
k
` |t ´ k|
3
k2
˙˙
.
Proof. Stirling’s approximation gives
(223) k! “ exp
ˆˆ
k ` 1
2
˙
log k ´ k ` 1
2
logp2πq `O
ˆ
1
k
˙˙
.
Hence
e´t
tk
k!
“ 1`O
`
1
k
˘
?
2πk
exp
ˆ
k ´ t` k log t
k
˙
.(224)
Expand
log
t
k
“ log
ˆ
1` t ´ k
k
˙
(225)
“ t ´ k
k
´ pt´ kq
2
2k2
`O
ˆ |t´ k|3
k3
˙
.
Inserted in the exponential, this completes the estimate. 
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Let φ be a smooth bump function, φ ě 0, ş φ “ 1, supppφq Ă r1, 2s,
and define Φt “
ş2
1
φpsqHtsds. Write
(226) Φt “
ÿ
k
ωt pkqP k.
Lemma (Lemma 38). The function ωtpkq satisfies ωtpkq ! 1t and the
first discrete derivative satisfies
(227) |ωtpk ` 1q ´ ωtpkq| ! 1
t2
.
For each fixed ǫ ą 0, for some c ą 0,
(228) 1´
ÿ
p1´ǫqtďkďp2`ǫqt
ωtpkq ! e´cǫt.
Proof. We have
(229) ωtpkq “
ż 2
1
φpsqe
´stpstqk
Γpk ` 1qds.
To prove the first bound, let Ik “
”
´
?
k log t
t
,
?
k log t
t
ı
and write this
integral as
ż 8
´8
φ
ˆ
s0 ` k
t
˙
e´s0t´kps0t ` kqk
k!
ds0
(230)
“
ż
Ik
φ
ˆ
s0 ` k
t
˙
p1` op1qqe
´ ps0tq2
2k?
2πk
ds0 `
ż
Ic
k
φ
ˆ
s0 ` k
t
˙
OApt´Aqds0
where, on Ik we insert the asymptotic formula for Lemma 48 while on
Ick we insert the bound obtained from Lemma 47. Since }φ}1 “ Op1q
the second integral is an error term, while the first satisfies the claimed
bound.
Differentiating in k,
(231)
B
Bkωtpkq “
ż 2
1
φpsqe
´stpstqk
Γpk ` 1q
„
ln st´ Γ
1
Γ
pk ` 1q

ds.
By the asymptotic formula Γ
1
Γ
pk ` 1q “ log k `O ` 1
k
˘
. Hence
B
Bkωtpkq “
ż 2
1
φpsqe
´stpstqk
Γpk ` 1q
„
ln
ˆ
1` st ´ k
k
˙
`O
ˆ
1
k
˙
ds.(232)
If k is not of order t, then the bound is trivially satisfied by the con-
centration of the heat kernel in Lemma 48. Otherwise, the error term
O
`
1
k
˘
satisfies the claimed bound. To obtain the bound for the main
term, as before write s “ s0 ` kt , and Taylor expand φ and the loga-
rithm about this point to obtain an error of OApt´Aq from outside Ik,
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plus
ż
Ik
φ
ˆ
s0 ` k
t
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
k
` |s0t|
3
k2
˙˙
e´
ps0tq2
2k?
2πk
ln
ˆ
1` s0t
k
˙
ds0
(233)
“
ż
Ik
ˆ
φ
ˆ
k
t
˙
`Op|s0|q
˙ˆ
1`O
ˆ
1
k
` |s0t|
3
k2
˙˙
e´
ps0tq2
2k?
2πk
ˆ
ˆ
s0t
k
`O
ˆps0tq2
k2
˙˙
ds0.
Taking the main term in each position leaves an integral which vanishes,
since the integrand is odd. Since the Gaussian decays at scales |s0| "?
t, picking any single of the error terms results in an integral that is
O
`
1
t2
˘
.
To prove the last claim of the lemma, since
ř
k ωtpkq “ 1, it suffices
to check that
ř
kăp1´ǫqt ωtpkq `
ř
kąp2`ǫqt ωtpkq ! e´cǫt. To check this,
write, for some c ą 0,$&% ÿ
kăp1´ǫqt
`
ÿ
kąp2`ǫqt
,.-
ż 2
1
φpsqe
´stpstqk
k!
ds(234)
“
ż 2
1
φpsq
$&% ÿ
kăp1´ǫqt
`
ÿ
kąp2`ǫqt
,.- e´stpstqkk! ds
ď
ż 2
1
φpsqe´cǫstds
by inserting the bounds of (47) in the integrand. The claim now follows
on adjusting c. 
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